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This thesis examines the impact on the purchase card program of increasing 
the Micro-purchase Threshold and Simplified Acquisition Threshold within the 
Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994. A risk assessment will be 
conducted to compare purchase card programs of the respective Services within the 
Department of Defense. The thesis will emphasize the affect of the Federal 
Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994 upon the management, policies, and 
procedures of the purchase card program. Moreover, barriers and possible 
difficulties in implementing the Simplified Acquisition Threshold within the 
purchase card program will be discussed. Lastly, recommendations will be 
proposed for successful implementation and guidance for using the General Services 
Administration Governmentwide Commercial Purchase Card Program. 
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This thesis will review the Governmentwide Commen;ial Purchase Card Program 
and the procedures, responsibilities. and Navy-wide guidance regarding the program 
For purposes of this thesis, the phrase "purchasc card" is synonymou s with "credit card" 
Thi s research will eva!uate the procedures and guidance currently in place within the 
Departmenl of Defense (DOD) and analyze the Federal Acqu isition Streamlining Act 
(FASA) of 1 'J'J4's impact upon the Governmemwide Commercial Purchase Card Program 
Governmentwide Commercial Credit 
Card Services FY 1993 Agency Data 
Figure I 
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Analysis of F ASA and specifically the increase in the Simpli fi ed Acquisition Threshofd 
wiU be fb[fowed with recommendations for improving the purchase card program, For 
the purpose ofthis research, Federal agency commercial purchase card programs will be 
reviewed . Particular emphasis will be placed on DOD agency programs due to their 
significant impact and share of tolal sales and purchases within the commercial purchase 
card program (FY 1993 total DOD transactions and total sales were 490, JOJ and 
$232,510,543, respectively. See Figure I and Figu~ 2 for graphical presentation by 
percentage) The Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act (FASA) of 1994 will be analyzed 
Governmentwide Commercial Credit 
Card Services FY 1993 Agency Data 
I 
"'" u.s. POSTAL 
Figure 2 
using information gathered at the National Contract Management Association seminar 
along with pertinent publications distributed at the seminar [RefS][Ref9] and insights 
gained through rlllmerous interviews and surveys conducted with DOD acquisition policy 
personnel. .In addition. the analysis is based on the drafl and implemented rewrite of 
FAR Part 1 J by the Simplified Acqui~ition ProcedureslFACNET drafting team [Ref 13] 
First hand implementation guidance was reviewed to gain insight into both the 
implementation process and FASA' s ramifications within the Military Services 
A. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
Primary Research Question: 
How will the Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act (FASA) of 1994 impact the 
current administrative procedures, policy, and responsibilities ofthe Goverrunentwide 
Commercial Purchase Card Program within thc Department of Defense'l 
2. Subsidiary Research Questions: 
How will the new Micro-purchase Threshold (S2,500) and competition 
policy influence the current procedures, policies, and responsibilities of the 
Governmentwide Commercial Purchase Card Program within the Department of Defense? 
What risks does the Department of Defense face in administering and 
managing the Commercial Purchase Card Program afler implementing FASA through 
Federal Acqll isition Regulation (FAR) and Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation 
Supplement (OF ARS)? 
What are some recommendations for successfully implementing and using 
the General Services Adminis tration (GSA) Govcrnmentwide Commercial Purchase Card 
Program? 
What barriers and possible difficulties will be encountered within the 
Governmentwide Commercial Purchase Card Program as a result of the increase in the 
Simplified Acquisition Threshold (SAT) ($50,000/$100,000) within FASA? 
B. DISCUSSIONS 
The Simplified Acquisition ProcedureslFederal Acquisition Computer Network 
(F ACNE1) dratling tcam was tasked on 3 October 1994 to prepare an interim rule 
implemcnting micro-purchase procedures in the federal Acquisition Rcgulation (FAR), as 
required by the Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act (FA SA) of 1994. FASA requires 
that rrUcro-purchase procedurcs be implemented in the FAR not latcr than 60 days after 
thc enactmcnt datc. which was 13 October 1994 [Ref4]. Therefore, the implementing 
FAR language should have been drafted and inwrporated in the FAR by I J December 
199,1. However. due to the delay in receiving commcnts from field contracting activities 
within DOD and the numerous othcr related obstacles in making such a broad change in 
procedures, the implementation language was not incorporated by the 13 December 1994 
dcadline. implementing FASA of 1994 within the FAR, and subsequently within the 
DFARS and Military Service doctrines. requires consciously considering both the 
underlyi ng ramificat ions of inc rca sing thc Simplified Acquisition Threshold and the }'1icro-
purchase Threshold and the ability offield cont ract ing activities to adapt to such a broad 
procedural change Furthermore. onc has to wonder what the impact will he on 
pur(;hases transacted with the purchase card versus other procurement instruments for 
simplified pur(;hases within DOD 
This thesis will analyze FA SA of 1994's impad upon the Goverrunentwide 
COlJUllCrcial Purchase Card Program and the procedures, responsibilities, and controls 
that have to be considered when implementing FASA within the Military Servi(;e field 
wntracting organization . Through investigation, the implementation procedures will be 
assessed and conclusions drawn about the pur(;hase card program's effectiveness for 
simplified acquisition purchases 
C. ASSUMPTIONS 
The reader is assumed to understand the basic Federal acquisition process and the 
common terms associated with the contracting process. The reader should have a 
working knowledge of the federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and the small purchase 
procedures delineated in fAR Part 13. The reader should also understand the basic 
changes in F ASA of 1994 and the resulting major procedural changes within the FAR and 
Df-ARS, For reference, Appendix A provides a list of the pertinent acronyms and their 
meanings in this thesis. Definitions will be elaborated where appropriate to clarify their 
meaning within the thesis. Lastly, it would be helpful to understand the DOD small 
purchase guidance, such as DFARS and numerous Military Service instructions, but tltis 
b\owledge is not necessary to understand (or follow) this thesis 
D. OEFINJTlONS 
Agency/Organization Program Coordinator (APC) - An individual designated 
by the ordering agency/organization to perform contract administration within the limits of 
delegated authority. Thi s individual shall have overall responsibility for the 
Goverrnnentwide Commercial Credit Card Service Program within his/her bureau, 
agency/organization or region and may select the approving officials and cardholders 
Approving Official - An individual who has under his/her purview a number of 
cardholders_ The approving official is responsible for reviewing his/her cardholders' 
monthly statements and verifying that all transactions made were for necessary 
Government purchases and in accordance with the federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 
Other duties may he delegated as agencies/organizations see fit. The Government u_~es 
the approving official wncept in the commercial credit card program for intcrnal control 
purposes. The approving ofIicial provides a critical checkpoint by reviewing the 
cardholder's transactions to ensure that transactions are necessary and for official 
Government purposes only rhe approving official is usually the cardholder's immediate 
supervlsor 
Hilling Cycle Purchase Limit - The spending limit imposed on a cardholder's 
wmulative purchases in a given hil ling cycle. Any purchase limit may be assigned in 
increments of$IOO up to $999.900 This limit may be adjusted as agencies deem 
appropriate and shall be established for each cardholder account 
Cardholder - Any individual designated by an agency/organization to be issued a 
card The card bears the individual's name and can be used by an individual to pay for 
official purchases in compliance with agency/organization internal procedures 
Cardholdel"s Statement of Account - Within live working days after the end of 
each monthly billing cycle, the bank will scnd each cardholder a Statcment of Account 
which lists all transactions made during lhe current hilling cycle 
Designated Billing Office - The office designated by the ordering 
agency/organization to receive the official invoice and, 111 some mstances, make 
payments against the official invoice 
Dispnte Office Contact - The person designated by the ordering 
agency/organization to assist the agency/organization and the bank in tracking and 
resolving disputed purchases or transactions 
International Merchant Purchase Authorization Card (lL\1PAC) - The official 
Governmentwide credit card. The abbreviation "I.M.P,AC" is printed on aU credit 
cards and will also appcar on most forms providcd by the Rocky Mountain Rank Card 
System (R.,\1BCS) 
Micro-purchase An acquisition of conunercially available supplies, the 
aggregate amount of which does not exceed $2,500 
Rocky Mountain Bank Card System (RMDCS) The system thaI maintains aU 
lMPAC accounts; issues IMPACs to cardholders; sends monthly statements to 
cardholders, approving officials, and finance offices; pays merchants in a timely manner; 
and receives reimhursement from the defense accounting offices 
Singh' Purchase Limit - I\. single purchase dollar limit assigned 10 each 
cardholder by the ordering agency/organization The single purchase limit may be up to 
$100,000, entered in increments of$50. This limit may be adjusted as agencies deem 
appropriate and ~hall he established for each cardholder account 
E. SCOPE OF THE mESIS 
The thesis will focus on the policy and managemcnt aspect~ of DOD's 
Governmentwide Commercial Purchase Card Program. The thesis will not address the 
impact that increasing the Micro-purchase and Simplified Acquisition Thresholds has on 
DOD's procurement workforce. The research will devote particular attention to FASA's 
procurement workload. administration. and policy guidance impact on the purchase card 
program within DOD It is important to point out that implementation language has 
heen drafted to include in the FAR during calendar year 1995. In addition, the thesis 
will analyze how FASA of 1994 will ultimately influence the current legislation (e.s 
FAR, local instnlctions. notices, etc.) as it pertains to the Govcrnmcntwide Commercial 
Purchase Card Program. The thesis will review e,usting policy, procedures, and 
responsibilitil;.':s of the Governmcntwide Commercial Purchase Card and outline specific 
areas that will changl;.': under FASA. Particular attention will be given to the increase in 
the Simplified Acquisition Threshold and the guidance with regard to FASA 1994, 
Section 4301, PL 103-355 addressing micro-purchase procedures [Ref8 p. 134] 
F. IHETHODOL.OGY 
This thesis rel ies primarily on interviews with procurement persOJUlel managers at 
various DOD act ivities (c.g. Navy Fleet Industrial Supply Centers. Army installation 
contracting activities, Air Force field contracting activities). Interviews were conducted 
with reprcscntativl;.': personnel within DOD and the ultimate changes to the 
Governmentwide Commercial Purchase Card Program were discussed. In addition, thl;.': 
rcscarch involved a que~1ionnaire , vidl;.':o teit:confercncing, and data calls. The research 
will analyze FASA's impact on the purchase card program Travel to selectcd sight~ 
provided data through interviews, observational procedures, and first-hand 
documcntation Moreover, the research reviewed satellite broadcasts and one-on-one 
video teleconferencing conceming the revised simplified acquisition procedures 
Numerous attempts were made to incorporate feedback from DOD contracting activities 
as appropriate within the context of this research Requests for impact data addressed 
issues such as: current program guidance in effect; local internal control procedures and 
the clIect of inc rca sing the Micro-purchase Threshold upon procurement personnel witlun 
the small purchase contracting activity; the preference for the commercial purchase card 
for all purchases within the Micro-purchase and Simplified Acquisition Threshold; the 
effect the Purchase Card has on the workload within the field contracting activity 
Appendix B and Appendix C provide copies of questionnaire and telephone interview 
questions 
Contracting activities specializing in small purchase transactions were the primary 
focus. with equal consideration given to afloat and ashore activities The research relied 
on transaction cost data accumulated by the Naval Supply Systems Command 
Headquarters for the purchase card program within the Depanment of the Xavy (DON) 
Ln addition, the research reviewed current legi~lation, policy, and procedures and 
analyzed and outlined the new legislation enacted through F ASA of 1994. Tnterviews 
were conducted with representative personnel within DOD to review the ultimate changes 
to the Governmentwide Commercial Purchase Card Program. Particular emphasis will 
be given to interviewing the Simplified Acquisition ProceduresIFACNET drafting team 
members for implementing FAR language to incorporate FASA in calendar year 1995 
Lastly, as result of data collected and infonnation accumulated, the research 
draws conclusions as \0 the ramifications that F ASA of [994 has on the purchase card 
program. The data collected provides a sound foundation to describe F ASA of] 994'5 
impact upon the program The insight gained from the team members was invaluahle for 
analyzing the purchase card program The Military Services within DOD are unique but 
tend to implement and interpret similarly when onc compares the different guidelines 
promulgated within the Services. DOD's purchase card use and effectiveness was 
evident after collecting and analyzing thc data, It is casier to draw conclusions and make 
reconIDlendations after thoroughly analyzing and assimilating the data 
G, BENEFITS OF THE: STUDY 
This thesis evaluated the implementation of the FAR Part 13 language as a result of 
FASA of 1994, This thcsis will draw conclusions and make reconIDlendations through a 
risk assessment of each Servicc's purchase card program. The Dcpartment of the Navy 
and ot her ~\jlitary Services will be able to use these findings as a learning tool for future 
implementation rewrites, particularly relating to simplified acquisition procedures, FASA 
of 1994 is only the heginning of a multitude of changes that will be incorporated within the 
existing DOD instructions and supplements. This thesis will outline specific recurring 
problem areas and offer recommendations to overcome some of these harrien and 
obstacles to implementation. In addition, specifi(; areas of strengths and weaknesses 
witllin thc purchase card program will be addressed for future reference when 
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implementing follow-on policy guidance. The strengths and weaknesses witltin the 
purchase card program today will be assessed as they rei ale to implementing F ASA of 
1994. SpecificHliy, the strengths and weaknesses will be analyzed to improve the 
program's implementation guidance 
ll. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
Chapter I dis(.:Usscs the purpose and direction of the research paper and the scope 
of the research and methodology_ Chapter II will provide background infonnation 
concerning the Governmentwide Commercial Purchase Card Program. A briefhblOI)' 
will be presented. Chapter TI l describes the methods used to collect data along with 
responses from questiormaire and telephone interviews Chapter IV analyzes the 
questionnaire and telephone interview research quest ions based on the infonnat ion 
presented in Chapter III. Lastly, Chapter V wil l provide recorlUnendations and 
conclusions based on the analysis presented in Chapter IV, This wi ll be followed by 




A. HISTORY OF GOVI::R.'l\'U:NTWlDE COMM)(KClAL PlRCllAS~ 
CARll 
The Governmcntwidc Commercial Pu[(;hase Card Program was created as a 
procurement reform initialivi;': under Executive Order 123::;2, "Procurement Reform" [Ref 
2: pp. 6-7J_ The program was originally sponsored by the Department of Commerce in 
19~() as a pilot program for Govcrnmcntwidc implcmt:nlation. It was considered a 
simplified procurement method which reduced papclwork and improved cash flow ~A 
was tasked hy 01\.1B for Government\vide administration and service contracts. GSA 
awarded the Government contract to the Rocky Mountain Bankcard System (RMBCS), a 
subsidiary of tile Colorado National Dank [Rt£ J]. The contract award provided VISA 
cards for the entire Government ~taning in November I ,)SS. The \'lSA cards were 
guaranll;::ed for one year with annual renewal options for four subsequent yean; 
The official title for the C'nlVernmentwide Commercial Purchase Card Program is 
the International Merchant Purcbase huthorization Card (IMPhC). The vlSA credit 
card is distinctively designed and identified for official Goverrunent use with an ident.itying 
logo. The credit card program was developed to alleviate some ofthe contracting 
burden and to provide an alternative to other small purchase procurement methods such as 
imprest funds. blanket purchasc agreements, or purchase orders. The l1vlPAC program 
began in 1987, when the Oflice of"\1anagement and Budget (OMB) asked GSA to 
provide commel-cial credit cards for Government agencies to make small purchases The 
13 
request for propo sals went Qut, and GSA awarded the contract to Rocky Mountain 
Bankcard System in 1989 [RefS]. Rocky Mountain, which again won the contract 
when it was recompeted in 1993, provided VISA cards, management reports, and 
program support to Government agencies choosing this method of purchasing commercial 
goods and services. Currently, the Govcrnmentwide Commercial Credit Card can be 
used worldwide fo r small purchases ofless than $2,500 (Micro-purchase Threshold) 
However, individuals may he delegated authority up to $50,000/$100,000 (with cerrified 
F ACNET system). Both procurement and nonprocurement personnel have the ability to 
benefit and use the purchase card if agency requirements arc met These purchases arc 
for commercially available items thaI can be delivered for inunediate use 
In the program's first year, 12,000 employees held cards, representing 246 offices 
in 30 agencies [Ref8}. They charged just over $9 million in fiscal year 1989 
[Ref8]. The program has grown each year. In fiscal year 1994, it boasted 89,000 
credit-card holders from more than 3,600 offices in 66 Goverrullenl agencies [Ref 9] 
These people conducted 2.5 million transactions worth $80R.5 million [RefR ] The 
average purchase had a value of about $300 
Currently, GSA's contract provides commercial credit card services that streamline 
payment procedures and reduce administrative costs. The cards arc designed to improve 
Government cash management practices, provide procedural checks, and improve 
management control. Nine in ten transactions were accomplished by mail or telephone 
Agencies commonly use the credit cards to buy office products, wmputcr hardware and 
software, tools, building supplies. subscriptions 10 periodicals, and electronic equipment 
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The card (;annot be used for cash advances from AIMs or banks, or to fent or lease 
building~ or for tdecomInunic3tions services under theFTS 2000 conlract 
The credit card docs not rcplal:e other procurement methods, such as purchase 
orders or hlanket purchase agreements (BPA), bUl offers an alternative to nOnTIal 
simplified acquisition procurement instruments, The cardholder must also comply with 
existing controls within the FAR or local agency regulations_ For example. the 
cardholder is still restricted in purchasing automated data proce~sing equipment (ADPE) 
and plant property. The VISA card does provide a more efficient and less costly way to 
purchase items below the Micro-purchase Threshold 01'$2,500. In addition, the card is 
not to be used for traveL meals, or lodging_ It is primarily reserved for obtaining goods 
and services_ However, DOD and specifically the Military Services have restricted thc 
use of the purchase card even further than required by GSA (e.g restrictive card use for 
purchased services) 
Lastly, participation in the GSA Govemmentwide Commercial Purcha~e Card 
Program had been voluntary for all Uovenunent activities, but this has recently changed 
The National Performance Review and FA SA of 1994 contain strong language that 
requires using the card to the maximum I;.':xtent practicable for Micro-purchase Tlueshold 
and Simplified Acquisition Threshold purchases 
Currently, purchases made above the Micro-purchase Threshold 01'$2,500 are 
subject to Simplifil;.':d Acquisition Threshold provisions established in the FAR Part 13, 
including the requirement to obtain adequate competition and to provide accompanying 
contract documentation As an alternative small purchase prowrement method, the 
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lJv1PAC purchase card was initially setup to replace the SF·44 and imprest fund buys. 
However. it may be used in lieu of purchase orders or BPA calls if authorized by the 
contracting officer and the requisite costlhenefit analysis permits The card will not be 
used under any circumstances for cash advances even iffor official Govenuncnt use 
8. NATIONAL l'ERFORMANCE REVIEW 
In the National Pertonnance Review, supported by Vice-President AI Gore and 
Steven Kelman, director orOMB's Office of Federal Procurerpent Policy, all Government 
agencies are strongly urged to usc [hI;.': card. Congress endorsed the IMPAC program 
and strongly encouraged agencies to use it in F ASA. Agencies WCTe to ld they should use 
the card for most purchases under $2,500 (Micro-purchase Threshold) with the exception 
of mandatory-source purchases and purchases exempt under agency-specific regulations. 
Savings have been estimated at $54 per transaction over the traditional paper-based 
procurement method 
The Government savings has been a major area of contention within DOD. 
panicularly as it pertains to the annual budget submission. The DOD Comptroller has 
adjusted Service budgets based on the estimated savings from using the IMP AC card 
within the Service field contract ing activities. This has generated discussion about the 
real ized savings attributable to the card. The purchase card program has been 
acknowledged by Defense Department management and Congress to be a viable cost 
saving and paperwork reduction procurement instrument However. many Service 
acquisition officials contend that the actual savings is much less than $54 per transaction 
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The NPR encourages empowering nonprocurement Government employees to buy 
common supplies and services. A primary goal of the NPR was to improve the 
Government by making operations more efficient. The rcconunendations of the Defense 
Perfonnance Review (OPR) were to empower any properly delegated individual to make 
small purchases. Therefore. nonprocurement personnel were cncouraged to receive 
small purchase contracting authority 
C. ACQUISITION REFORM: n:DF:RAL ACQUISITION AND 
STREAMLINIl'\G ACT (J'ASA) 01-1994 SECTIONS 4001, 4002, 4004, 
4201, 4301 
In FY 1994, the Department of Defense accounted for over 50 percent or total 
sales and 32 percent of all purchases within the Government, Actual sales ligures for FY 
199] were $472,000,000 of which DOD accounted for $232,000,000. Total pun.:hases 
were 555.000 of which DOD contributed 272,000 The AImy was the leader within 
DOD with $111,000,000 in total sales and 55,000 total purchases 
Many changes were incorporated within the new rASA legislation which directly 
influence the Governmentwide Commercial Purchase Card Program. The first major 
area to be addressed is the Simplified Acquisition Threshold under Sedions 4001 and 
4002. The Act raises the "Small Purchase Threshold" to $100,000 and redesignates it as 
the "Simplified Acquisition Threshold" However, the threshold is oniy raised to 
$50,000, until contracting activities develop certain electronic capabilities under thc 
Federal Acquisition Computer l'ietwork (FACl'\'ET) The increase in the threshold will 
greatly increase productivity while decreasing paperwork and procurement lead time 
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The next area of interest is Section 4004 of F ASA, which addresses the small 
business reservation All procurements between $2,500 and S)OO,OOO are reserved for 
small businesses_ Set-asides for small disadvantaged businesses continue Irom $0 to 
$ JOO,OOO Eliminating the small business reservation up to $2,500 allows Goverrunent 
activities to increase their credit card purchases, while augmenting competition by 
including large businesses. However, small disadvantaged business (SDB) set-asides 
will continue regardless oflhe dollar amount uflhe purchases. The Act also states that 
contracting officers may not divide purchases to gel under the 51 00,000 threshold. The 
$50.000 threshold is effective immediately; the $100,000 tlueshold is effective when a 
procuring activi ty becomes FACNET certified. 
The Act establishes specific procedures for purchases below the l\.1icro-purchase 
Threshold. Section 4301 is one of the most critical changes in the entire bill, particularly 
with respect to the Goverrunentwide Commercial Purchase Card. Specifically, the Act 
establishes a Micro-purchase Tlueshold of up to $2500. Sct;tion 4301, Sec. 32, 
Procedures Applicable to Purchases below the Micro-purchase Threshold, of FASA of 
J 994 states [Ref 8: pp_ 134- 13:'iJ 
Purchases Without Competitive Quotations -- A purchase 
not greater than $2,500 may be made without competitive 
quotations if the contracting officer determines that the 
price for the purchase is reasonable 
In addition, the Ruy American Act does not apply to any micro-purchases. This 
section of the law is effective upon enactment, and must be implemented in the FAR 
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within 60 days of enactment or by 13 December 1994_ FUl1hermorc, Section 4301 of 
FASA of 1994 [RefS pp. 134-13,)J will allo,v maximum use of the credit card since it 
virtually eliminates all paper-Nork and drastically speeds up the procurement system 
The Act further states that 
[his will allow nonprocurement personnel to make micro-purchases without becoming 
procurement officials, provided their individual aggregate purchases do nol exceed 
$20,000 in a 12-month Pl:riou 
The sections delineated above are particularly important for the commercial 
purchase card program, since the Micro-purchase Threshold signiiicantly impacts the 
program The law immediately affected the way in which all activities "do business" and 
provided more latitude with regard to small pllrchase procurement methods. :vticro-
purchases will he completed hy credit card transactions, with virtually no paperwork, 
oversight, or statutory impediments over the wntrading activity by the responsible 
agency 
Likewise. immediately increasing the Simplified Acquisition Threshold to $50,000. 
and to $100,000 afier implementing certified FACNET electronic contracting capabilities, 
greatly reduces paperwork. clauses, prOVISIOns. and many flowdown requirements 
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The amount of small purchase transactions will increase exponentially as the Simplified 
Acquisition Threshold is raised Eliminating the small business reservation for 
transactions up to S2,500 will dramatically increase the credit card usage within the 
Government. Small businesses must recognize thai the competition in this individually 
small. but collectively gigantic segment of Government contracting will increase 
drastically_ A quote from a Minority Opinion written by the Department of 
Transportation proposing broadening FAR Part 13 to include FAR Part 16 contract types. 
illustrates the impact FASA will have on smal l purchase procedures [Ref 12 p. IJ 
For all practical purposes, what we have known to be 
"small purchases" is drastically changed under FASA, P,L. 
103-355. For instance, government small purchase 
personnel have generally dealt with contractors in their 
local area: contractors whose performance had been proven 
over the years_ Of course, they were required to expand 
the number of contractors they dealt with through 
maximum practicable competition (generally defined as 
three quotes) for purchases exceeding $2.500, but not 
exceeding $25,000, but that was still generally accomplished 
in their local area. Under FASA, soliciting three quotes in 
the local area is no longer the preferred way of doing 
business for purchases exceeding $2,500, but not exceeding 
the Simplified Acquisition Threshold ($50,000 without 
FACNET, $100,000 with certified FACNET) 
In prepared testimony, Steven Kelman, Administrator for Federal Procurement Policy, 
Executive Office of tile President, Office of Management and Budget. before the House 
Committee on Government Reform and Oversight United States [Ref91 stated 
You should know thaI we have already begun to take 
advantage of those authorities that became effective upon 
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FASA's enactment. Two such provisions---onc which 
permits the conduct of procurement undt:f $2,500 ("micro-
purchases") as a virtual paperless transaction is an important 
facet of our sln:amlining program, The micro-purchase 
authority is helping facilitate the wide~prcad use of 
commercial bank cards--what we call purchasl;; cards--which 
is making these purchases quick, easy, and inexpensive. as 
they should be. Most ofFASA's benefits cannot be 
realized until implementing regulations arc in place 
A byline by Mark Amtowcr, president of Amtower & Co Federal Direct Marketing in 
Ashton, Md rRef9] states 
Another program that has been quietly saving money is the 
International Merchant Purchase Authorization Card 
(lMPAC) program for small purchasl;:s by federal agencies 
It is a "win-win" program that saves both agencies and their 
suppliers time and paperwork (and thus money), And it 
costs the Government nothing, since the supplier of the 
VISA credit cards that government employees use through 
the program does not charge a fee 
U. IJ.\U'LEl\1F.NT[NG THE COMMERCIAL GOVERNMJ-:NTWHlE 
PURCHASE CARD PROGRAM IN DOD 
On 3 October 1994, the Simplified Acquisi tion Procedures (SAP)IFACr-.'ET 
drafting team was tasked to preparl;: an interim mle implementing micro-purchase 
procedures in the Federal Acquisition Regulat ion (FAR); the Federal Acquisition 
Streamlining Act of 1994, Section 4:101. P.L 103-355 required that the micro-purchase 
procedures be implemented in the FAR not later than 60 days after enactment, which was 
13 October 1994 
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The drafting rule on simplified acquisitions was coordinated with the drafting 
teams for Small Business, Contract Award, Commercial Contracting, and Contmct 
Finance. Draft FAR coverage was received by the SAPIFACI\'ET conunittee tor 
coordination and incorporation in the FAR. As of the writing of this thesis, the draft 
FAR implementation language was distributed to various agencies/organizations within the 
Government for comment by 30 July 1995. Incorporating comments and revising the 
FAR should occur shortly thereafter and final implementation language was scheduled to 
be incorporated around 30 September 1995. 
As a consequence of the National Performance Review, the Under Secretary of 
Defense for Acquisition and Technology (USD A&T) issued a Memorandum for 
Secretaries of the military departments and numerous other DOD agencies and offices that 
discussed implementing the Small Purchase Contmcting Authority Under the Defense 
Performance Review. This memorandum recommended that a $2,500 threshold he 
imposed for the credit card However, the memorandum outlined that only qualified 
individuals should be empowered under this policy memorandum. Specilically, they must 
possess the basic qualifications for the GS-I I 05 purchasing series and have completed the 
required procurement course work. Mandatory Government training should include 
Purchasing Fundamentals or Operational Level Purchasing and Intermediate Purchasing 
They should also be fully responsible and accountable for all actions taken under their 
contracting authority. Lastly, the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and Oefense 
Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS) requirements have to be met 
Appropriate oversight by procurement personnel was emphasized through periodic review 
by management personnel to ensure integrity in the procurement system 
E. WFAKNESSES: CURRENT PURCHASE CARD PROGR-\M 
The purchase card program continues to be a viable alternative to other micro-
purchase acquisition methods_ However, there are drawbacks to overcome if the 
cu rrent system is to become the preferred choice among micro-purchase procurement 
methods. The administrative burden and internal controls have hindered many DOD card 
users. In addition, the purchase card's bill-paying and reconciliation process continues to 
be cumbersome and needs to be standardized and retined so transactions can be easily 
traced from purchase to hill reconciliation 
rvioreover, the purcha~e card training program for procurement and 
nonprocurement persOlmel is improving, but lacks ta ilored training for all Services The 
individual Services within DOD acknowledge that training is a high priori ty but have not 
promulgated a standardized training plan for all purchase card users within DOD As of 
this writing, the Departments of the Air Force and the Navy have promulgated 
imp lementat ion guidance to incorporate in program management instructions. The 
Department of the Army is in the process of writing implementation guidance, hut has 
distributed a letter of instruction as an interim measure 
F. MANAGfNG THE GOVER"'\jMENTWIDE P URCHASE CARD 
PROGR-\M 
Managing the purchase card program is a cumbersome process. Managers need 
to be aware that internal controls are in place wi thin the program and that there are 
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penalties for noncompliance with the internal controls. The mere fact that a merchant 
accepts the purchase card for the order does not authorize/justifY the order, The 
appropriate and proper use of the purcha~e card always remains the individual cardholder's 
re~ponsibility. Intentional use of the purchase card for other than official Govermnent 
business is considered fraud against the U.S. Government and may result in immediate 
cancellation oran individual's card and disciplinary action The cardholder is personally 
liable to the Government for the amount of any non-Government orders. Under 18 
USc. 287, misusing the purchase card could result in a fine of not more than SIO,OOO or 
imprisonment for not more than five (5) years, or both. One should not lose sight that 
under F ASA of 1994 and the policy memorandum issued by USD (A & T), 
nonprocurement personnel are authorized to receive limited warrants up to $25,000 
The USD (A&T) recommended limiting initial warrants to other than procurement 
personnel at 52,500 Contracting offices have to be aware that limited warrants and 
contracting authority authorit.ed for nonprocurement personnel can require increased 
oversight and management responsibility 
Internal review of local operating and simplified acquisition procedures should be 
conducted by appropriate management personnel and a report should be made to the 
organizational Agency Program Coordinators (APC), APCs should initiate appropriate 
action Requisitioners. Cardholders, and Approving Officials should be aware of the 
semi-annual review required for purchase card orders of the using activity 
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G. FlITURF. OE;VELOPJ\lENTS OF THE PURCHASE CARD PROGRAM 
The purchase card program has received numerous accolades from high officials 
within the Government. Since the inception of the National Performance Review, the 
credit card program has received publicity and support within DOD as the preferred 
acquisition inst ru ment for micro-purchases. FASA of 1994 reemphasized the importance 
of sire am lining procurement; the credit card is seen as a viable alte rnative for this purpose 
It is considered an inexpensive contTa(;ting method 
The FAR has been changed to incorporate many of these new ideas and has taken 
criticism for not detailing the specifics ufthe purchase card program for agency use The 
indivicl ual St:rvices have initiated implementing inst ructions for Service use and to 
promulgate the purchase card program changes resulting from FASA. HighJighted arcas 
include the purchase card training program rcquirements, purchase card a preferred 
method of payment fo r acquisitions bclow the Simplified Acquisition Threshold of 
$100,000, and finally the preterred procurement instrument for acquisitions below the 
Micro-purchase Threshold 01'$2,500 
DOD has recognized that improvements are necessary with respect to bcttcr 
management, processing, training, and procedural guidance as the purchase card 
becomes mOfe prevalent for purchases at the Micro-purchase Threshold. Likewise, 
DOD h~s discovered the added benefits oflhe credit card as a payment vehicle for all 
transactions below the Simplified Acquisition Threshold. !mprovements with respect to 
procurement techniques and local procedures have heen promulgatcd through Service 
instructions and implementing language 
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U. SlJI\1 ,\lARY 
The intent of this chapter was \0 hdp the reader understand how the purchase card 
program was developed, the philosophy behind its inception. and its currcnt form. A brief 
chronological history was presentcd, outlining thc peninent events and history of the 
purchase card program The Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act (FA SA) of 1994 
refonned the written procedures, policies, and regulations penaining to the purchase card 
program. The NPR, led hy Vice-President AI Gore, also affected the purchase card 
program and its use within DOD field contracting act ivit ies, both atloat and ashorc The 
NPR and F ASA's ultimalc goal was to streamline the procurement proccss by making the 
process morc efficient and effective 
Chapter III will present and discuss the results of the purchase card program 
questionnaire and telephone interviews that were conducted with DOD field contracting 
activities The questionnaire responses and interviews wi)) be the basis of the data 
presented in Chapter III . Along with these data, Chapter III will present, in summary 
format, the results of the data calls and video teleconferences concerning FASA of 1994 
and the purchase card program 
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1Il. PRESENTATION OF DATA COLLECTED 
This chapler focuses on the CUffent data collected regarding the purchase card 
Interviews were conducted with many Department of Defense employees closely 
associated with the Goverrunentwide Commercial Purchase Card Program and with the 
Simplified Acquisition ProccdufCslFACNET drafting team Other interviews were 
conducted with members oflhe original drafting team assigned by the Department of the 
Navy in 1988 . The quest iolUlaire was distributed to flcld contracting activities within 
DOD. Randomly selected contracting personnel within DOD were asked to complete 
the questionnaire and interview questions in addition to commenting on FASA 
implementation throughout DOD [ he data presented in Chapter nr will be analyzed in 
Chapter IV 
,t. METHODOLOGY OF PURCHASE CARD PROGRAM 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Written surveys were sent to 125 activities within DOD. These activities 
represent both large field contracting oftiees located at major installations as well as small 
field contracting offices with.in hases. installation~ . and ashore activities Randomly 
selected afloat activities were asked to conunent on the validity of the program wilhin 
DON The survey, which consisted of 10 questions, was constructed 10 ohtain pertinent 
and meaningful irlformation regarding the DOD purchase card program. The ~urvey 
addressed issues such as FASA's implications for the purchase card program and the 
influcnce of incn:asing thc Micro-pun.:hase Threshold and Simplified Acquisit ion 
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Threshold upon the purchase card program The intent is to gain insight into the policy 
and procedural guidelines with respect to managing the purchase card program 
Implementation questions addressed FASA 's impact upon the purchase card program 
The surveys were mailed en-masse to a point of contact at each command, These 
personnel were either the contracting officer or the Agency Program Coordinator (APC) 
within the activity Objectivity was the key to meaningful results, In order 10 obtain 
meaningful results, the survey assured complete anonymity and did not request any 
information concerning the individuaL The activity name was the only item that 
distinguished one questionnaire or answer from another 
Surveys were mailed out the last week of July, 1995 and respondents were 
requested to complete the survey and return them no later than close of business August 
31, 1995, Those surveys received by September 15 , 1995, were actually included in the 
results. The number of surveys returned was satisfactory; of the 125 surveys distributed, 
75 were returned prior to the August 31, 1995, cut-off date. Thus, it seems that the 
~ample size wa~ adequate for a purposeful discussion and analysis ofthe data. A copy of 
the questionnaire distributed to lield contracting activities is provided in Appendix B 
11. SURVEY RESULTS (QUESTIONS FOLLOWED BY RESULTS) 
Question I. 
How has the increase in the Micro-purchase Threshold ($2,500) and Simplified 
Acqui~ition Threshold (SAT) ($50,000/$1 00,000) within the Federal Acquisition 




This (juestion determined rASA's impact upon various activiti l;.':~ within DOD 
Specifically, was there an increase in the volume ofpllrchasc~ t ransacted or the total sales 
dollars for the purchase card program'l Most of the replies to the questiOlUlaire stated 
that there was an increase in purchases from large businesses under $2,500. Most 
activities surveyed also indicated an increase of single items purchased and orders 
processed, by approximately one percent and J 8 percent, respectively The increasl;.': in 
orders processed was due primarily to awarding individual ordcr~ directly to large 
businesses versus combining several single, small busi ness t ransactions through a mass 
distributor The increase in orders processed gives the appearance that more work was 
completed In actual ity, the workload was reduced due to the savings in paperwork and 
competition 
Prior to FAS!\, many cardholders were limited to thresholds below the $20,000 
yearly limit, panicularly cardholders who had not received appropriate training 
Suhsequently, many activities have rewritten local instructions to increase the Micro-
purchase Threshold and have increased purchase card use as a result Many activities 
also increased the limit of yearly purchases as a result of FASA Using the purchase card 
reduces paperwork, which more than offsets the paperwork generated for the additional 
pUl"chascs 
Many activities re(;Ogniz.e that the purchase card is a viable alternative for micro-
purchases and simplified acquisit ions since they are no longer subject to the Small 
Business Act and Buy American A(.:t This has reduced paper\!.'Ork and facilitated the 
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bankcard program for the cardholder and subsequently the customer It was evident 
from the survey that FASA streamlined micro-purchases within [)OD. Several activities 
had assened that the threshold within their activity had been set at $2,500 for all 
cardholders. but maintained that contracting officers could exceed the $2,500 purchasing 
limit at any time. Waiving the Small Business Act and Buy American Act for purchases 
below the micro-purchase level has significantly r~'-duced Procurement Administrative 
Lead Time (PALl). In addition, surveys indicted that ~mal l businesses were more likely 
to accept credit cards after F ASA because they no longer received guaranteed small 
business set-aside purchases Small business set-asides were defining the customer base 
for most small businesses 
Activities cominue to use the purchase card the most for micro-purchases lhe 
increasing purchase card volume appears likely to cominue into the future. Less 
paperwork and more user-friendly guidance has streamlined the micro-purchase process 
Simplified acquisitions tend to be less affected by rASA as activities are beginning 10 
implement Electronic Data lnterchange (EDl) and FACNET 
However. simplified acquisitions continue to be more cumbersome, especially for 
transactions ahove the micro-purchase k'vcl , as agencies have rctained restrict ions and 
paperwork for these transactions. Traditional contract clauses, competition and small 
business set-asides continue to complicate the procurement process for transactions above 
the micro-purchase level making the purchase card less appealing for many contracting 
officers. It is not surprising that increasing the SAT has not affected purchase card usc 
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dramatically. considering that FASA has not alleviated the restrictions above the M.icro-
purchase Threshold 
Lastly, many respondents to the survey indicated that FASA ha~ promoted the 
customer to use the card rather than purchasing personnel The increase in the Micro-
purchase Threshold has allowed many activities to expand card use to nonprocurement 
personnel, i. e. the cuSlomer. One Ann}' installation has implemented a policy wherehy 
all credit card transactions under $2500 arc conducted by the customer instead ufthe 
contracting office_ More emphasis is being placed on more complex contracts, such as 
Requirements Type and Indefini te Quantity contracts. The customer no longer has to 
process a procurement request or obtain a document number 
To summarize. all procurement actions for expendable items that are under $2,500 
can he purchased by credit card. However, simplified acquisitions exceeding $2,500 are 
still being purchased through nonnal methods_ ED! transactions are also being 
conducted using the credit card as long as the transactions are consistent with applicable 
guidelines 
3. Question 2. 
What purchase card program policies were/will be revised within your organization 
as a result of F ASA? (Procedures or changes? Responsihi lities modified?) 
4. Results, 
This question elicited wmments about FASA's impact on the purchase card 
program, specifically with regard to the Simplified Acquisition Thre~hold and 11icro-
purchase Threshold procedures These impacts would be reflected in local procedures 
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and instructions within contracting activities across DOD There were a multitude of 
comment~ ranging from no impact to a significant impact. 
FASA represents a revolution in Federal contracting. casting aside tight controls 
and ~trict codes of contracting conduct. The Act sets up a new procurement category, 
called micro-purchase, for procurement actions ranging from $0 to $2,500. This system 
depends heavily on credit card transactions, with virtually no paperwork, oversight, or 
statutory impediments. As a result, many or the offices have implemented the revised 
program without waiting for implementation guidance from DOD or the Military Services. 
In addition. many Department of the Army (DA) contracting installations have stated that 
DA has eliminated the requirement to report micro-purchases to the Federal Procurement 
Data System (FPDS) if the purchase was made with the Governmentwide Conunercial 
Purchase Card. This eliminates the need to enter each action into the Standard Army 
Automated Contracting System (SAACONS) This will reduce time and oversight when 
making micro-pun.:hases using the credit card 
Many Department ofthe Navy (DON) contracting activities have changed local 
procedures to accommodate nonprocuremcnt personnel utilizing the purchase card 
Most activities reported that the biggest users of the card were llonprocurement personnel 
Activities began to utilize the card for more purcha~es in lieu of imp rest fund and BPA 
acquisitions. Tn addition, the latest Naval Supply Systems Corrunand Interim Instruction 
4200.85C outlines shore and fieet simplified acquisition procedures and micro-purchase 
procedures. There is a section withio this instruction which specifically addresses the 
purchase card 
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A number of respondents stated that FASA eliminated the need to document small 
business set~asides and compliance with the Buy American Act. Subsequent ly, many 
local instructions have deleted the requirement for small business competition under the 
Micro-purchase Threshold. Large busine~scs provide sufficient competition and will be 
receiving a larger share oflhe micro-purchases. Many activities have commented that 
many small businesses are aLlempting to gain a larger market share through advertising in 
response to large business competition Likewise. many Air Force contracting activities 
statt:d that local procedures were changed to reflect the newest requirement within FA SA 
only one solicited quote is required for micro-purchases if the quote is deemed to be "fair 
and reasonable" 
['raining proccdures were revised in lTIany DOD activities as contracting officers 
realized the need to train personnel to make credit card purchascs above the Micro-
purchase Thrt:shoH Most activities surveyed maintained a threshold for purcha~es at 
$2,500, except for a select few who received adequate training in proper techniques for 
simplified acquisition buys. Before DOD guidance was i~sued, many activities requircd 
training for all nonprocuremcnt personnel regardless of the monetary limit imposed, and 
revised local procedures to reflect this conct:rn, Many activities required procurement 
and nonprocurcment personnel to attend periodic training based upon their annual 
monetary limit and threshold Thi~ meant issuing more user friendly procedural guidance 
for nonprocurement personnel since they represent a larger share of DOD's total micro-
purchases 
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Revised program policies wcrc kept to a minimum for many activities, as FASA 
established new thresholds. Many activities had already incorporated FASA's changes 
Some activities reported negligible differences in procedural guidance since local guidance 
had promulgated the S2,500 threshold long before F ASA was enacted into law, Air 
Force, like Na\y, is~ued interim guidance incorporating FASA implementation language 
Likewise, many contracting activities revi~ed local procedure~ to confonn to Military 
Service specific guidance 
5, Question 3, 
Ilow has the purchase card program administering effort changed within your 
organization as a result ofFASA'1 
6, Re~ults, 
This que~tion investigates the increase in the administrative burden for the Agency 
Program Coordinator (APC) within the contracting activity. 1n most of the surveys 
received, the ~urvey was forwarded to the APC by supervisory persolUlel within the 
organization, The APC made pertinent conunents concerning the administrative 
difficulties encountered and the additional workload needed to implement FASA changes 
Some APC respondents commented that there were no administrative changes since the 
credit card limit had been sct at the enacted micro-purchase level of$2,500 for most 
cardholders within the activity 
Many activities commented that the volume of transactions has increased 
exponentially as many more nonprocurellient persOlUlel were issued cards under I' ASA 
Consequently, the number of purchases transacted has increased, requiring more audits 
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and reconciliation by APe assigned personneL Likewise, as the number of transactions 
has increa~cd, the number of disputes filed has also increased proportionately_ The 
bottom line is that the mOTC transactions that are conducted the mon:: the administering 
eff0l1 within the activity reconciling these transactions_ A smaller number ofrespondcllts 
commented that Rrvrncs has been very efficient in adapting to the increase in the volume 
of transact ions as well as to the number of cardholders RMACS's infrastructure has 
sufticient controls so that increasing approving ofIkials and cardholders has not 
significantly changed the program management within some contracting activities 
Many activities continue to inspect cardholders to ensure they are following 
procedures and that adequate controls are in place through the local cardholder operating 
procedures_ Activities tend to em.:ourage procurement and nonproeurement customers 
to use the card, but not at the expense of administrative burden, Administrative burden 
is cumbersome for many activities, since their customer base is spread among many 
departments, F ASA has eliminated some required paperwork for individual transactions, 
such as the Buy American Act and Small Business Set-Aside program documentation 
However, it appears that the paperwork reduction associated with these programs has not 
ofTsetthe additional workload needed for the increased cardholder/customer base and the 
mcrease in transactions 
7. Question 4. 
How has the Micro-purchase Threshold and competition policy within F ASA 
influenced the policies, procedures, and responsibilities within yQ\d! organization? 
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S. Results. 
This question inquired about FASA's affect upon the purchase card program and 
specifically upon the competitive environment within the contracting activity's 
geographical location . Respondents have indicated that credit card customers have used 
the card with large vendors more than small businesses. Most small businesses have lost 
business as a result ofFASA Companies such as WAL-MART and K-MART offer 
cheaper prices and more convenience than their small business COllnterparts 
A large number of respondents (65 percent) indicated that local procedures and 
policics have been revised to retlect the FASA competition policy, specifically the 
elimination of the three bid rule and documentation for small business sct-asides. Many 
remote contracting installations within DA stated that small husinesses in the immediate 
vicinity orlhe contracting installation have suffered. Many will be forced to become 
more competitive or close as large businesses takeover the market. Additionally, 
increasing the Micro-purchase Threshold has forced many businesses to search for 
additional business, since they are no longer guaranteed a "fair share" of the market 
However, customer processing time has decreased as credit card users purchase from the 
most convenient supply source without regard to small business set-asides. Most 
respondents view this as a positive change as nonprocurement personnel are offered a 
variety of reputable supply sources 
9. Question 5. 
What are some potentia l barriers or problems)'QM foresee as a result ofFASA? 
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10. Results. 
This question addressed the specific problem areas that are being encountered 
because of F ASA The objective was to identify specific issues that arise when 
implementing broad procedural changes within the Military Service purchase card 
programs. Most respondents were candid in their replies to this question and offered 
insight into both positive and negative attributes of implementation 
A large majority of respondents indicated that the biggest barrier was the lack of 
clear, concise glJidance from the Military Service policy personnel As of this writing, 
DON has distributed draft NAVSUP Interim Instruct ion 4200,85C Both the Army and 
Air Force have issued interim FASA guidance. Many contracting activities across all 
l\.1.i li tary Services have indicated that internal control procedures and program oversight 
continue to be the biggest obstacles for APCs. As the number of(;ardholders increase, 
oversight, audit, and reconciliation tasks will also increase exponentially. Bill payment 
procedures are a major problem as many activities still reconcile pUf(;hase transactions 
manually for lack ofa better, standardized systcm. Some a(;tivitics use lo(;al software 
applications for purchase and payment rcconciliation: however, this is the exception not 
the rule 
Sincc implementing FASA within many contracting activities, management 
personnel, su(;h as the APC, comment that the increased volume of credit card 
transactions has placed undue strain on personnel reconciling the transactions In 
addition, the training effort for both procurement and nonprocuremcnt personnel has 
forced the APC to make difficult decisions regarding persOlmei resource management 
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The absence of DOD standardized training i~ still a major concern among field contracting 
activities. However, each Military Service has adopted a training program for its 
Service 
Another barrier was that FASA and micro-purchasing make it harder to 
accomplish headquarters established goals . Many activities within the Marine Corps 
stated that "with the authorization to utilize large businesses, small business goals must be 
adjusted ." Many smaller activities also mentioned that, regardless of training, 
nonprocurement personnel will go to the quickest source of supply. regardless of price. 
ignoring the policies to use the supply system to thc fullcst cxtent possihle. Likewise, 
with decentralization, respondents indicated that nonprocurement personnel abuse the 
card because the approving official and the APC lose visibility. APCs fear that the loss 
ofvisihility will hinder oversight capability and program effectiveness Activities also 
fear that increasing the SAT and Micro-purchase Thresholds will force many local 
supplier~ to compete nationally as FACNET becomes a reality for all simplified 
acqUlS1\lons. 
l1. Question 6. 
What arc some risks inherent within the purchase card program administering 
effort with regard to intt.'rnal controls and implementation of the new Micro-purchase 
Threshold and SAT within F ASA? 
12. Results. 
This survey question indicates FASA's impact on the workload and penonnel 
resource decisions inherent within the purchase card program The volume of credit card 
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purchases has inaeased dramatically as a result of the increase in the Micro-purchase 
Threshold. However, will the increase in transactions put undue burden on the APC and 
the administrative effort? The conunents indicate that personnel shortages along with an 
increase in oversight responsibility caused many activities to restrict either lhe number of 
cards issued or the number of transactions. Likewise, issuing cards to llonprocuremcnt 
personnel. encouraged by NPR and FASA., increased administrative oversight in 
conducting audits, reconciling statements, and training nonprocun::mcnt personnel in the 
proper usage of the card. The risk is that cards would be issued to nonprocurcmcnt 
personnel without the agency fully understanding the ramifications of their failure to 
provide adequate auditing and training_ Additionally, internal controls such as 
purchasing limits and types ofpun.:hases are needed to control the numher and typcs of 
huys. Respondents noted that proper training and foresight arc key clements to 
implementing FASA 
APCs fear that nonprocurement personnel may not understand the ramifications of 
not rotating sources of supply and purchasing from a few, select vendors_ Furthennore, 
APCs fear the card will be used to purchase items for personal use or items strictly 
forbidden to he purchased using the card, such as DON serviccs. As a consequence, a 
handful of activities have opted to issue eards solely to purchasing buyers. and not to 
nonprocurernent personnel. One activity stated that "90 percenT of all transactions are 
audited after the fact " Only one respondent indicated that disciplinary ac tion will be 
taken against improper card purchases. Actions such as approval officer notification and 
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suspension of card privileges were deemed necessary by this respondent to deter 
inappropriate card purchase actions 
Simplified acquisit ion procedures should be addressed separately as micro-
purchases are treated independently of simplified acquisition purchases_ The changes 
within FASA are specitic to micro-purchases~ simplified acquisition purchase procedures 
have not changed tremendously since enacting FA SA Competition and small business 
set-aside procedures have remained intact for all purchases above the micro-purchase level 
of $2,500 , Most activities acknowledged that FASA will not tremendously affect 
simplified acquisitions using the purchase card since documentation and requirements have 
not eased 
13. Question 7. 
Will the increase in the M.icro-purchase Threshold and SAT positively impact the 
number of purchases made with the purchase card? Yes No Why? 
14. Results. 
(See graphical presentation of responses in Figure 3) 
This question describes the impact on the number or credit card purchases as a 
result of increasing the Micro-purchase and SAT Thresholds. Respondents within all 
Military Services were split as to this impact. As depicted in Figure 3, 37 percent 
replied positively, 37 percent replied negatively, and 26 percent were undecided. The 
respondents who replied positively indicated that the number of purchases would increase 
as the number of cards issued increase. Nonprocurement and procurement personnel 
would not be limitetl to small busi nesses for micro-purchases, which would increase the 
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number of purchase card transactions Proce~sing time would decrease significantly due 
to the reduced paperwork and technical screening 
The respondents who replied negatively indicated that the number of transactions 
will not increase; many uflhe purchase card program responsibilities will simply he 
transferred to the cardholder vice the procurement activity A few activities indicated 
thaI their programs were already at the new threshold_ They did nO! see any increase in 
the number of transactions One activity stated, "There should not be any signiGcant 
change rhe majority orour cardholders have a $2,500 single purchase limit Omy two 
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of our !:lighty-two cardholders are purchasing personnel and have higher limits_" 
Lastly, the respondents who replied undecided indicated that it was too early to 
develop any opinion. Statistics on the amount of transactions conducted using the 
purchase card were too incomplete to verify any trend However, two activi t.ics did 
state that their program was implemented in July 1995 They would begin to trat:k 
purchase canl data for future tTend analysis 
15. Question 8. 
What areas of concern do Y.Q!.1 have with regard to the implementation of FA SA 
upon the purchase card program at;&ill activity? (e,g. training, specific drawbacks, 
transaction reconciliation, et(;,) Why? 
16. Results. 
TIllS question indicates the difficulties in the implementation process and any 
problems in the existing program that will increa~e under F ASA Problem areas such as 
reconciliation could be a major obstacle for management as the number of transactions 
increase, Many of thl;; rl;;~pondl;;nts indicated that the purchase card program was new to 
their contracting activity and was established as a result of the NPR and FASA initiatives 
These repl.ies could indicate the true effect ofFASA and establishing a program oftills 
magnitude 
Training seems to be the number one implementation obstacle Activities must 
dedical !;; scarc!;; human resources to train procurement and nonprocurement per~onnel in 
proper credit card procedures. :\10nitoring monthly slatl;;ments from RMBCS requires 
man-hours that arc not readily availabl e in most activities Reconcilialion continues to be 
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<I problem area as contracting activities manually r(!(;onciic statements and record pun.:hasc 
Nonprocurement customers would tend to pi(;k the closest supplier without 
considering the lowest cost, as long as they met the "fair and reasonable" criteria 
ddineated within FASA. The Government would probably pay mOTC for an item from a 
local supplier than from a larger, cheaper supplier outside the geographic proximity of the 
contracting activity_ Many respondents indicated that availability would take precedence 
over price in most cases. Consequently, many contracting activi ties ant icipated not 
meeting Small Business Set-Aside goals as a result of the waiver for micro-purchases 
below the $2,500 threshold 
Consequently, reconciliation and nonnal transaction bookkeeping within the 
purchase card program will only be exaggerated as the number of transactions increase 
Time and resources are precious assets for all DOD contracting activities It appears that 
contracting activities are only willing to support the purchase card program as long as the 
procedures remain less time consuming for both the customer and procurement personnel 
In timc, FASA implementation has and will increase the workload for the 
approvinglcertif):ing official. Card use by cognizant departments not controlled by this 
agency (e.g. engineering depa11ment, supply department, public works department) will 
abo require the approvinglcerti(ying official' s time. This becomes a concern because, 
although the approving/certifying official work load is increased, statement processing 
ti me established by the GSA contract remains firm. Additionally, adequate internal 
program controls need to be in place to prevent fraudul ent purchases as well as over 
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expenditure of funds Many activities indicated that purchase card budgets need to be 
safeguarded to ensure centralized control and confirmation of adequate funding prior to a 
purchase card transaction 
11 is important to point out that some respondents feel that FASA has not changed 
the purchase card program within their organization. As a matter of fact, many 
respondents felt that the purchase card program would be better utilized as a simplified 
acqui,~ition payment vehicle rather than solely used as a micro-purchase instrument 
Over 50 percent of respondents felt that the economies ofscalc for using the purchase 
card program for purchases above the Micro-purchase Threshold is less than many other 
procurement method. This is primarily due to the additional workload needed for 
simplified acquisitions above the ~ero-purchase Threshold. Alternatively, the card 
could be used by procurement personnel as a payment vehicle since bill payment time and 
reconcil iation could bc rcduced . On the other hand, activities across all Military 
Services felt that the purchase card would be as cumbersome as other procurement 
methods for purchases above the Micro-purchase Threshold. Competition, and set-aside 
and contract documentation requirements are still in place, It appears that respondents 
have decided to adopt the card for all simplified acquisitions. However, each contracting 
activity has made a tradeoff decision in assessing whether the additional program oversight 
is 100 cumbersome for the number of purchase card transactions. One respondent states 
The reconciliation process is cumbersome. The fi-ustrating 
pan of the program is getting the bill paid, It is still my 
contention that the purchase card program does not 
expedite the buy just the payment Generally, it is on the 
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Consequently, a majority of respondents feel that the additional oversight, 
training. and internal control~ do not outweigh the benefit ofmor\! timely, effil:ient, and 
effh.:tive mino-purchases Many activities have shifted reconciliation re~ponsibiJity to 
the customer, without ccntrali7.cd procurement oversight For example, one activity 
rcportcd that, "The purchase card program has wt PALT by about two-thirds of\'\"hat it 
formerly took." Likewise, another activity stated, "\Ve do about $4 million per year 
using thc credit card and we find that turnover and consistent training are key to a 
successful program. Intcrnal pressurc and dccisions regarding thc use ofthc card for 
illegal purchases has been a growing concern for management" As more satellite 
activitics use the pun,:hase (;<lru, there will ultimatdy b(; an in(;rease in transf(;rs and 
per~ollJlel turnover. )\onprocurement persOlUlel will be forced to make key buying 
deci~ions within satellite stations 
17, Question 9. 
Please feel free to make any other additional eomments with regard to the 
purchase card program and the rcviscd Micro-purchase Threshold and Simplified 
Acquisition Threshold (SAT)? 
18. Results. 
rhis question provid\!u additional in~ight by allowing the activity to make 
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additional comments while promoting responses useful to analyzing the purchase card 
program. Numerous replies highlighted other problem areas and numerous strengths of 
the purchase card program implementation process 
One major conccrn voiced by contracting activities within remote geographical 
areas (approximately 30 percent) was that eliminating competition and small business set-
asides for micro-purchases will hurt local small businesses Local supply companies use 
to re(;eive a large share of micro-purchases before F ASA Now companies like 
"Staples" and "Price Club" are gaining a larger share ofmicro-pur(;hases as a result of 
FASA and, consequently, local suppliers will be eliminated from the market. On the other 
hand, some activities (approximately 45 percent) voiced that the Government has "hand 
fed" small businesses and paid higher prices for too long allhe "expense of the taxpayer" 
Many commented that FASA finally allows each activity to get maximum use of each 
dollar by allowing large business to compete proportionately with small business 
As a final reply to this question, one respondent suggested not distinguishing 
between procurement and nonprocurement officials This respondent indicated that all 
persormel should be held accou ntable to the provisions delineated in FAR Part 3.104, 
requiring procurement integrity certification. This would alleviate the necessity for 
issuing two types of delegation documentation--a delegation letter for nonprocurement 
oft-icials vice a Certification of Appointment (SF-1402) for procurement officials. This 
was seen as an unne(;essary administrative burden. All cardholders should receive ethics 
training and execute the procurement integrity certification 
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19. Questiou 10. 
What arc some recommendations)'ill! would make regarding the use of the 
purchase card program? 
20. Re.~ults. 
This question invest igates other options and alternatives to the purchase card 
program, specifically idcntif)!ing some possible program strengths and weaknes~es, 11 also 
identifies key areas for future research and indicates how effectively the program is being 
managed and whether the cllstomer is satisfied with the program 
Most respondents to the questionnaire (52 .J pen;ent) commented that the program 
lacks uniform reconciliation software for tracking purchases and bill payments through the 
RMBCS . Tills continues to be a cumbersome and time consuming process at most 
contracting activities, increasing required persOIUlel resources. It is an administrative 
burden for activities employing an outdated method of transaction reconciliation, It 
would bc advantageous for GSA and the M.ilitary Services to investigate and possibly 
develop a uniform software program for reconciliation and bill payment processing 
Some activities within DOD have used off-the-shelf, local programs for this processing. 
They could be used ~ prototypes for developing a DOD standardized system 
Another area of contention was streamlining the purchase process, As a whole, 
most respondents felt that FASA was a "refreshing step in the right direction," whidl has 
promoted the purchase card program within DOD and eliminated many unnecessary 
restrictions in the program administration, Establishing the Micro-purchase Threshold at 
$2,500 and the Simplified Acquisition Threshold at SSO,OOO/$J 00,000 was considered a 
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sensible decision. Eliminating the Small Business Set-Aside and competition 
requirements, such as the three bid rule for micro-purcha~e~, has allowed both 
procurement and nonprocuremenl personneilo use the card in a very effective, efficient, 
and flexible malUler. The purchase card has become the instrument of choice among 
respondents for all DOD micro-purchase transactions 
As a simplifie<l acquisition instrument for purchase transactions below the $50,000 
threshold, the purchase card has become primarily a payment vehicle for contracted 
transactions_ Likewise, the purchase card program provides the customer with a feasible 
tool for making consolidated, quick, and efficient payment transactions Moreover, Ihe 
respondents feel that the program i~ not currently a feasible altemative for most 
transactions above the Mil-iO-purchase Threshold due to the addit ional administrative 
workload and competition requirements imposed with these transactions. It is not the 
first choice among contracting officers and will <.:ontinue to be too cumbersome for most 
simplified acquisitions. 
It is important to note that this appeared to he the consensus among activities 
operating programs with annual sales over $1 million. The alternative methods for 
conducting transactions of this type, such as the purchase order, Blanket Purchase 
Agreement (BPA) call, delivery or task order, and Pur<.:hase Order-Invoice-Voucher (SF-
44) are considered as effective, efficient. and economical as the credit card. Most 
customer activities have expressed that restri<.:tions wi thin all Military Services, and 
part icularly the paperwork requirements, have reduced the credit card program's 
effectiveness as a simplified a<.:quisition instrument 
c. "mTHODOLOGY OF TELEPHO.:'olE INTERVIEWS 
This part orthe chapter will present responses obtained from telephone and 
personal interviews The inlcrvicw~ provided rccdback as [0 the implementation of 
fASA and the purchase card program ITom a managerial perspective. Cnlike the 
questionnaire, inle]'viev,..~ involved senior procurement officials above the APC level 
ThlTe wa~ an elTorl to diversify the responses across all Military Scrv-iccs Senior DOD 
procurement officials were interviewed as well. Many of the management personnel 
interviewed were from the same activities lhal responded to the questionnaire 
Interviews were conducted informally with latitude given as to the 
comprehensiveness of the response_ Conversation was not limited solely to the prepared 
questions hut included alternative questiom as the intervie\v evolved, This allowed for a 
larger response base and alTered addilional insight into the purchase card program 
implementation process, A majority of the responses were insightful as well as 
informative Many of the officials cited Ilumerous problem areas and items needing 
discussion Openness and sincerity .vas the norm throughout all interviews 
The interv'iew responses along with the results of the questionnaire will be 
analyzed in Chapter IV A list of the questions used ror the telephone and personal 
interv'iews is provided in Appendix C 
D. TELEPHO:"fE INTERVIE\V RESPONSES (I"ELt:PHOl\E iNTERVIEW 
QUI:<:STI{)NS l'{)LL{)\VIW BY RESPOl\SI:S) 
Questiun 1. 
How has the increase in t.he Micro-purchase Threshold and Simplified Acquisition 
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rhreshold (SAT) impacted lhe management effort within your activity? Wlla\ 
management responsibilities have changed since the enactment ofF AS A? 
2. Response. 
This que~tion highlighted the difficulties and potential problems that have been 
encountered by contracting managers as a result of changing fASA thresholds. Almost 
all contracting managers expressed that their biggest com;cm was that almost all 
transactions would be btlow the new SAT. Consequently, procurement managers felt 
that the purchase card program (;Quid be used fo r micro-purchases but felt that simplified 
acquisitions above the Micro-purchase Threshold would be conducted via normal 
procurement instruments, such as BP A calls and purchase orders. The purchase card 
program was seen by most managers ru; a positive alternative for micro-purchases but not 
without risk 
Then:: was also fear amongst many managers that nonprocurement personnel 
required additional oversight. Abuse would be inherent within any established program 
and internal controls were needed. Most managers felt that nonprocuremcnt personnel 
outside of contracting would test the internal controls and audit procedures This would 
require procurement personnel oversight, over and above normal duties 
3. Question 2. 
How has F ASA impacted PAL T within the procurement organization and 
specifically the volume of purchases made using the purchase card? 
4. Response. 
Managers agreed that PALT would decrease as the purchase card is used for 
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micro-pun:hases but stated that they expected the volume of purchase card transactions to 
increase dramatically. Nonprocurement persormcl would not hesitate to initiate a 
procurement action without regard to price. As a result, there would be a t radeoff 
among field contracting activities as procurement personnel would process requirements 
more quiekJy but not without a cost. Audi t and oversight of non procurement 
work centers would require procurement personnel resources. APes indicated that their 
higgest (;on(;em was la(;k of (;ontrol and increased risk of cost overruns 
Simplified acquisitions above thc Micro-purchase Threshold would not change 
dramatically since most responses indicated that the purchase card is not a viable 
altcrnative for these prowrements. Many activities with established card programs wcre 
very successful in implementing rASA Most activities already had established purchase 
card thresholds around the micro-purchase level of$2,SOO. \1any ofthe newer card 
programs were more rclu(;tant to use the Qlrd for purchases above $2500: most oftheir 
transactions were between $500 and $2,500. The fear of abuse and internal oversight 
prevented many activities from promoting the card throughout their customer base It 
was quite evident that risk and fear were the major t radcoffs for ncw card program 
impkrnentation Reduced PAL T was not enough incentive for most (;ontra(;t managers, 
even with an increase in the volume oftransaction~ conducted 
5, Question 3. 
Do you feel that FASA has positively impacted the purchase card program within 
your organization') Ifno!. \Vhy') 
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6. Response. 
There were mixed responses to this question. Many respondents felt that thei r 
program was outstanding and that F ASA has had no impact. Conversely, many 
respondents felt that FASA incentivized using the program for many more procurement 
transactions Therefore. it was diflicult to draw any conclusions as to the overall impact 
FASA has had on the program. Many of the contract managers who have used the 
program for many years were more adaptable to subsequent changes F ASA introduces in 
the program. Newer program managers were more reluctant to expand card use for fear 
of inberent administrative problems 
7. Question 4. 
Is your procurement activity operating more efficiently since adopting the use of 
the purchase card and specifically since the increase in the Micro-purchase Threshold to 
$2,500'1 Why'l 
8. Response. 
Most managers interviewed felt that their organization operated more efficiently 
since expanding purchase card use. Specifically, program managers felt confident with 
nonprocurement personnel using the card after receiving the minimum required training 
Procurement personnel were able to attend to more time consuming transactions requiring 
expertise in competition and technical sampling. Conversely, program managers for new 
programs H~lt more reluctant and thus did not advocate the efficiency the card could 
promote. When interviewing contracting managers, it became 
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evident thalthere was a direct relationship between card use and the efficiency of the card 
within the contracting organization 
9. Question 5. 
How have customcrs rcacted since promoting the use of the purchase card to 
nonprocurement personnel'} 
10. Response. 
Most APCs interviewed (65.4 percent) felt that customers were very adaptable to 
using the card. Many workcenters outside contracting felt that the card allowed them 
flexibility along with expediency The absence of competition and paperwork 
requirements makes the card very attractive to nonprocurement personnel The ease 
with which the card is used allows nonprocurement persOlUlel the independence to procure 
items as required without additional administrative workload However, this was not 
universal among al! activities. Many nonprocurement personnel were not wil!ing to 
accept the additional risk inherent in using the card, including audits and internal comrols 
Many activities still preferred that procurement personnel use the card and remain 
accountable for procurement actions It was apparent that the additional risk 
outweighed the ease in using the card in these cases. [t was easier to "pass the 
responsibility" than accept additional procurement accountability 
1t. Question 6. 
Do you feel that there are more (or less) internal controls as a result oflhe 




This question determined FASA's resultant effect on internal controls_ How have 
contracting managers dealt with the recent legislation? Most respondents intcrviewed 
(54 percent) felt that internal controls needed to be tightened a~ a result ofFASA 
Particular emphasis was placed on auditing and subsequently reconciling transactions by 
nonprocurement persolUleL Many managers determined that the internal controls 
hindered the card ' s potential usefulness within their activity_ However, this was not a 
universal feel ing among all managers. Many (54 percent) experienced APCs commented 
that the maturation of their program allowed fo r less control and oversight since most 
work centers utilizing the card had received adequate training and were confident with the 
program's advantages. It appeared that many APCs at activities with a proven 
perlormance history were not afiected drastically by the new legislation and threshold 
Delegation of responsibility seemed to be a major concern for all managers 
\Vorkcenters, such as engineering and logistics, tend to issue the card freely to as many 
customers as possible within their organization Delegation authority was a major point 
of contention with most procurement supervisory personnel since the nonprocurement 
personnel allocated cards received a limited warrant for micro-purchases. Accountability 
for the purchases was a major concern for all pcrsonnel managing the program 
13. Question 7. 
How has small business within your geographical area been affected since the 
enactment of F ASA and specifically how has the lack of competition afiected your 
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rlecision for award with regard to the "price reasonableness" criteria delineated within 
FASA? 
14. Response. 
Most activities inter.'iewed were concerned with the lack of support for local small 
business_ Many activities, particularly in the Anny and Air force, were located within 
remote areas in lhe midwest and southeast Local conununities rely on the Government 
for business. right or wrong. Larger companies, such as W AL-MART and K-MA.RT, 
offer convenience and a larger product base_ This attracts a larger share of micro-
purchase business. DO~ field contracting activities were more reluctant to state whether 
there was an impact on "price reasonableness" sillce there were no historical data to 
support this contention However, almost all field contracting activities within DOD 
stated that a larger percentage ofthe customer base would utilize the larger companies for 
convenience, without a direct regard for "price reasonablenes~" It appears that "price 
reasonableness" criteria outlined within F ASA are secondary to convenience fo r customers 
utilizing Ihe card 
15. Question 8. 
Have your local procedures and instructions changed dramatically since the 
inception ofFASA with the purchase card program? 
t6. Response. 
Over half of respondents stated that local procedures have changed either by 
external influence, such as within their Military Service, or by managers within the 
contractmg activity. l\'lost activities have adopted Military Service interim 
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implementation guidance. Many DON field contracting activities have utilized interim 
guidance issued by the Naval Supply Systems Command. They had numerous comments 
regarding its use/ulness. Other Services have relied on letters of instructi on and interim 
manuals Few activities have drafted and implemented local procedures within purchase 
card programs The few activities which did draft independent guidance had mature 
programs; implementation guidance only reinforced existing procedures. These activities 
wefe confident that local procedures and instructions covered any contingencies created 
by FASA legislation. 
17. Question 9. 
Do you feel that the Mjli tary Service FASA guidance with regard to the purchase 
card program has heen clear, concise, and easy to implement within your activity? 
18. Response. 
It was difficult to determine the outcome to this question from interviews Most 
activities had not implemented Service guidance and were in the process of promulgating 
new program instructions at the time of the interview, Most Navy field contracting 
activities did in fact receive interim F ASA guidance and had begun to implement guidance 
with some success However , initial feedback from the field indicated that there were 
numerous concerns Video teleconferencing between the Oeld and headquarters 
provided direct feedback to policy makers_ Some areas of contention within DON were 
exclusions from using the card to purcha~e ADPE, services, and hazardous waste removal 
Another concern was extraneous paperwork required for transactions above the ;\1icro-
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purchase Threshold. Finally, a trurd concern was the overall internal payment 
reconciliation procedures and internal comrols 
19. Question 10. 
Please feel free to make any additional conunents or suggestions with regard to 
FASA and the purchase card program') 
20. Response. 
},'Iost activities within all Military Services stated that suppor1 for the card has 
grown exponentially. Since the inception of NPR and FASA, the card has become a 
"household" procurement instl1llllent within the acquisition fiel d It exemplifies the 
streamJi rting potential within contracting and has contributed to the sudden support for 
less regulation and more innovation within field contracting act ivit ies. Many respondents 
indicated tha t the potential benefits of using the purchase card, not only for purchases but 
for payments, has been supported by all Xlilitary Services. Procurement officials within 
DOD have conunented that the potential benefits ofpaymem by purchase eard are 
impressive for transactions between $2,500 and $ ]00,000 
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IV. ANAL VSIS AND r~TERPRETA TlON OF DATA COLLECTED 
Since its beginning in 1988, the purchase card program has grown dramatically 
within DOD Currently, the SAP/FACi\""ET implementation team has drafted 
implementation language to incorporate within FAR Part 13. It seems as though the 
implementation language should be incorporated in the FAR by the end ofCY 1995 
Draft implementation language has been distributed for comment from field contracting 
activities as well as headquarters administering siles throughout DOD 
It is apparent from this research that the purchase card is a popular micro-purchase 
instrument which provides an easy procurement method The increase in the Micro-
purchase Threshold ($2,500) will increase the micro-purchase transactions made with the 
card. It is obvious that the Govemmentwide Conuncrcial Purchase Card Program can 
help agencies improve thei r purchasing and payment processes through rt.-ctuced 
papenvork. prompt receipt of items, improved management information and audit 
capability, and a reduction in the number of invoices and inquiries about payments Tms 
chapter will elaborate on these areas in detail 
The conunercial purchase card is especially beneficial when used for purchases at 
or below the Micro-purchase Threshold , This provides contracting persolUlel with a fast 
and efticient means to purchase ~mall dollar items that support their mission Under 
F ASA, agencies may use commercial purchase cards for supplies and services at or bldow 
$50,000, or $100,000 when a procuring activity has a certitied F ACNET contracting 
system One orlhe major drawbacks of the conunercial purchase card program i~ the 
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lal:k of standardized guidance and established procedures within the FAR Each agenl:Y 
using the Governmentwide Commercial Purchase Card Program is required to establish 
procedures for using and controlling the cards. This l:ontributes to a lack of managerial 
control among many activities using the l:ard, particularly if the contracting activity has no 
current procedures in place. F ASA has accelerated the need for standardized procedures 
to implement and control the purchase card progmm. At the forefron t of the 
implementation process is the ability to control which items are purchased. particularly for 
\1icro-purchase Threshold items. Abuses have been noted among numerous contracting 
activities Fraud and abuse wi th the card is inherent within the program. Individual 
contracting activities have to determine the acceptable level of risk for their contmcting 
act ivity Nonprocurement personnel areparticularly subject to scrutiny Most of these 
personnel lack any fomlal training in small purchase procurements 
FASA has indicated growing concern as to the specific guidance necessary to 
effectively manage the credit card progmm. The number of transactions will increase as 
a result ofFASA and the increase in the Simplified Acquisition Threshold. The 
commercial credit card is a viable alternative which will undoubtedly become the preferred 
choice among small purchase activities However, the efficiency and paperwork 
reductions have to be weighed heavily against the additional workload and management 
controls that wi ll have to be monitored and enforced. Rewri ting FAR Part 13 and 
specifically adding separate subparts for third-party drafts. options. and the commercial 
purchase card will give individual agencies latitude regarding implementing procedures 
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Many of [he probl~ms discm,ered over lhe live years since the beginning uflhe 
credit card program have b(;wmc (;xponentially worse al1er FASA. In addition to 
management controls of purchases, automating of hills within the requisition system will 
continue to hinder successfi.llly implementing FASA \vithin contracting activities. The 
credit card bills received by contracting activities arc manually tracked in a log reconciled 
""'jtb the bill received tram RlvfBCS The inability of IUvlBCS to interface wilh the 
contracting activities' requisition history database prohibits automated reconciling and 
contributes to a burden~ome procedure for obligation liquidation. FASA will 
undoubtedly create additional workload for the obligation liquidation reconciliation 
pro<.:ess The manual intervention of persolUlel in the reconciliation process will 
ultimately lead to unliquidated ohligations and an insurmountable workload for many 
<.:ontracting activities, However, the credit card's efficiency more than compensates for 
the additional workload currenlly placed on the contracting activities 
Another important change implemented hy FASA was exempting micro-purchases 
from the Small Business Set-Aside and the Buy American Act, This will allow 
contracting activities to use the commercial purchase card program for many additional 
transactions without exdusivdy limiting prospe<.:tive sellers to small business. The 
contracting activities will have freedom to choose the quickest, most efficient vendOl 
when satisfYing mission requirements. !vloreover, the administrative cost ofverit:ying 
tliat prices at or below the Micro-purchase Threshold are reasonable may more than offset 
potential savings from detecting instances of overpricing. Likewise, exempting the Buy 
f\mcrican Act has allowed contracting activities to purchase items without regard to origin 
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of production. This offcrs activities overseas and in contingency operations the flexib il ity 
thcy need to purchase items abroad ~1icro-purchases have become user-friendly and 
convenient for oversea~ destinations 
Another area witmn FASA that warrants discussion is Section 27 of the Act 
This section states [RefS: p IJS] 
Government officers or employees are not considered 
procurement officials ifthei r contracting authority docs not 
exceed the Micro-purchase Threshold in Far 13,10\, and 
the head of the contracting activity, or designee, has 
determincd that it is un,likely that the officers or employees 
will conduct acquisitions in a total amount greater than 
520,000 in any 12-month period. 
Tms provides contracting officers with the freedom \0 use the credit card in many 
situations, maximizing the customer interface. This provision allows nonprocuremcnt 
persOlUlel to routinely procure small purchase items from local vendors. This will free 
many labor-hours normally required for selecting vendors, obtaining price quotes 
(normally three), and expediting delivery or pickup oflhe items In field contracting 
offices. this will st reamline small purchase transactions and improve customer service 
lmprest funds and BPAs normally require an additional administrative effort, both 
internally and with the vendor. Eliminating s111al1 business competition at or below the 
Micro-purchase Threshold allows the contracting activity to satisry the requi rement 
through the most expeditious means provided they satisry "price reasonablencs~" criteria 
This will significantly decrease the Procurement Administrative Lead Time (PAL T) for 
most small purchase activities 
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increasing the Simplified Acquisition Threshold (SAT) to 550,000 ($\00,000 with 
certified FACNET) will ultimately make the conunrm:iai purchase card a viable 
procurement method for over 90 pcn:ent oftoday's pnXUfl;':ment activity [Ref 7] rhis 
percentage is based on a threshold of:)1 00,000 and current purchase activity data The 
problems encountered with the purchase card program have all become larger. Problems 
indude management controls, administrative controls, training programs, inadequate 
automated data processing capability, and finally personnel constraints within the 
contracting activities The prospect o[using the pun:hase card for a majority oflhe buys 
under $100):)00 is unrealistic until the problem' areas are addressed. The oversight 
rcquircd for purcha~e~ at or below $2,500 is minor when compared to the oversight 
required for purchases at or below the 5100,000 Simplified Acquisition Threshold The 
inadequacy of the liquidation of obligation~ within most activities, and the inherent 
problems with purchase oversight, introduces significant fraud and abuse within most 
contracting activities Current manual records keeping techniques are inadequate to 
handle the workload 
Standard training procedures for all nonprocurement and procurement personnel 
are needed. Standardized training will allow procurement pcr~onncl to ohtain better 
oversight capability and detect fraudulent activity more quickly. Fraudulent pUf(;hase 
card usc is inherent with the program unless procurement official~ arc held accountable [or 
procurement violations. The inadequacy oCthe spending limits on the purchase card~ 
lends itself to abuse at most cont.racting activities. It is important (0 point out that the 
supplier has a responsibility (0 screen all card purchases l[individual <.;ardholders 
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exceed spending limits, the ~upp l ier is responsible for terminating the transaction and 
denying use of the card. Reliability in screening the spending limit at the time of 
purchase will help (ontrol card abuse. Past history indicates that most abuses o((ur 
when nonpro(urement persolUlel exceed their spending limit and use the card for frivo lous 
items. This is not to say that procurement personnel do not exceed their individual 
spending limits. However, internal audits and strict accounting control s are more often 
in place for pro(urement personnel thus assuring a more continuous accountability system 
than the "after the fact" reviews of nonprocurement per~onnel spending. The same 
controls need to be enforced for designated procurement officials and nonprocurement 
officials conducting larger buys 
It is evident that many of the concerns in administering the purchase card program 
have been compounded since enacting FASA. Specifically, internal controb, risk, and 
oversight of the program are major concerns for managers offield contracting activities 
It is apparent from the survey and telephone interviews that the purchase card program 
can become the preferred instrument for small purchase procurements within DOD 
liowever. this in no way detracts from the genuine concerns that contracting management 
have regarding oversight and personnel commitment There is no question that the 
purchase card program streamlines the procurement process for micro-purchases. But 
does the streaml ining come at the expense of increased oversight auditing, and internal 
(ontrol over both procurement and nonprocurement personnel 
Many activities indicated that necessary controls have been in place since the 
establ ishment of the program However, this is not uniform among all DOD activities 
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Many activities arc beginning to discover the card and arc implement ing the program after 
the Micro-purchase Threshold increased. Conversely, the increase in the Simplified 
Acquisition Threshold ($5o,000/S I00,000 with certified FAC}\.TET) has had litlle, if any, 
impact on the purchase card program within DOD This is primari ly due to the fact that 
the card does not streamline the procurement process fo r \mnsactions above $2,500 
Competition, documentation, and substantiation criteria are not waived for these 
transactjons. Military Services believe that the purchase card program will be used 
primarily for micro-purchases, unless the card is used as a payment mechanism for 
transactions above the Mi(;ro-purchase Threshold The purchase card can be used for 
t ransactiuns above the Mjcro-purchase Threshold, hut the documentat ion is as prohibi tive 
as alternative procurement met hods, such as BPAs, SF-44s, and purchase orders 
Standardized training has been developed by most Mili tary Services. DON, 
under the guidance of the Naval Supply Systems Conunand, has adopted an eight-hour 
training program for all credit card users. This has significantly improved the way DON 
trains personnel for the program. Standardized training throughout DOD will become a 
reality as the number of card purchases increases and the contracting activities express 
concern in this area. Navy, Army, and the Air Force have issued revised guidance on 
us ing the purchase card program under FASA All Military Services acknowledge that 
uniform procedural guida nce is necessary to properly implement the program. Many of 
the past shortcomings in written guidance have been currected by issuing individual 
Military Service gu idance The next step should be to consolidate the individual 
instructions and adopt a uniform nOD lnstruetion fur the purchase card program DON 
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and 1)A have addres~ed simplified acquisitions adequately in their latest instructions 
A~ the number of activities using the program increase within DOD, more 
emphasis will be placed on improving interim guidance. The hudgetary impact has been 
felt by all DOD activities as the DOD Comptroller has decreased budgets in proportion to 
the savings expected from using the card. Is lhis justified') Most activities tend to 
disagree. },.1uch of the savings in reduced paperwork have been offset hy both increased 
administrative workload and oversight and training procurement and nonprocurement 
personnel 
It is important to point out that there are potential benefits from paying bills with 
the purchase card. The following are just a few of the benefits 
• Fewer invoices and better control of expenditures 
• Reduced risk to the Goverruncnt 
• Less risk of dealing with a non-responsible finn 
• In markets for which the pun;hase card is a customary method ofpaymellt, a 
broader vendor base 
• The Government receives a rebate from the purchase card company hased upon 
the volume of total purchases made with the card 
Howcver, there are some drawbacks to using the card in this application The 
first drawback is transaction reconciliation within the finance office. There are systemic 
problcms with tracking transactions to lhe proper fund cite. Another drawback is that 
credit cards are not an accepted method of payment in every market. Lastly, vendors 
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typically forfeit a percentage of the purchase price to the bank for every transaction paid 
by a purchase card Therefore, many vendors do not accept purchase cards 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND ru:COMM.t.:NDATIONS 
The Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of \994 (F ASA) has created two new 
procurement "systems" [Ref 10 1 Micro-purchases rely heavily on the purchase card 
program for streamlined small purchase transactions. The Simplified Acquisition 
Threshold, which ultimately increases to SlOO,OOO, encompasses over 90 percent of all 
Government procurement a(;tivity. Both of these changes aUow contracting activities 
additional freedom and choices of procurement methods_ It is evident that there arc many 
methods for ohtaining supplies or services within the Micro-purchase Threshold of 
$2,500 
The Government commercial purchase card is only one method available to 
procurement personnel Procurement personnel are authorized to use Blanket Purchase 
Agreement (BPA) calls, Standard Form 44 (SF-44) Purchase Order-Invoice-Vouchers, 
over-the-counter purchases either out of imp rest fu nds or by third party drafts, delivery 
orders, and fmally pUf(;hase orders. The SF 44 is a multi-purpose form that can be used 
as a pur(;hase order, receiving report, invoil:e, or puhli(; voucher, It is a pocket-size 
form designed for on-the-spot, over-the-counter purchases of supplies and nonpersonal 
services while away from the purchasing of lice or at isolated activities. The FAR 
specifically provides that "micro-purchases" may be awankd using any of the above listed 
pur(;hasing mCThods, as (;Overed hy FAR Part]3. However, the FAR also strongly 
encourages the Goverrunent commercial purchase card and electronic purchasing 
tel,;hniques for such purchases Personnel need to evalua te the type of purchase to be 
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made and dc(;icie the best purchase instrument given the complexity and urgency of need. 
One should select the method that is most suitable, efficient, and economical given the 
acquisition's circumstances. Generally, one should only use the SF-44 for purchases 
ahove the Micro-purchase Threshold when there is unusual urgency, such as a 
(;oIltingency operation overseas. FA SA legislation has increased the Simplified 
Acquisition Threshold to $200,000 for purchases supporting a declared contingency 
operation outside the United Stales 
Likewise, the purchase card has grown to be the preferred micro-purchase method 
within DOD It has specifically gained support within DOD to pay for supplies and 
You may use the card to pay for transact ions up to SAT as authorized by your 
agency 
A. CONCLUSIONS 
Conclusion L The purchase card is a user-friendly method of purchasing supplies 
and services within the Micro-purchase Threshold. DOD field contracting activities are 
beginning to use the card as a primary vehicle fo r micro-purchases_ The card offers an 
efficient and effective means to make micro-purchases_ The card has decreased PAL T 
within most contracting activates when compared to wnv(Jntional procurement methods, 
such as the SF-44, BPA, and imprest fund 
~sion;;L The purchase card program involves risk, which many APCs view 
as a barrier to widespread implementation. Approving officials need to audit and enforce 
strict internal controls ovcr card use, Fear of abuse and lack of oversight prevent many 
activities from allowing more workcenters to use the card Mature purehase card 
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programs continue to expand their cardholder customer hasc where less mature programs 
are relu(;tant to expand card use 
Conclusion 3 , T raining is the key to a suc!.:cssfui program DON has 
implemented an effective way to control the training within the purchase card program 
Prospective cardholders and approving ofticials whose delegated authority exceeds $2,500 
must successfully complete at least one of the following courses 
• Purchasing Fundamentals (PUR 10 1); or 
• Contracting Fundamentals (CON IO J) 
In addit ion, refresher training is required at least every three years for cardholders and 
others involved in the process to ensure they understand contracting authority and comply 
with local operating procedures . All Military Scrvi(;cs have adopted requirements for 
trammg Air Force has similar minimum requirements for cardholders and approving 
officials Prospective cardholders must successfully complete similar courses. Training 
and documentation have hecome even more prevalent within credit card programs under 
FASA. Training should be the ini tial step when establishing the purchase card program 
within any field contracting activity 
.c&!~ FASA has had a significant impact on small businesses The 
exemption for micro-purchases has changed the way contracting activities conduct 
business. Ease and customer cnnvenience has impacted the local purchase transactions 
It is inconclusive whether smail businesses will be able to compete with larger retail outlets 
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such as \VAL-MART and K-MAKI Small businesses will have to adapt if they are to 
survive in the micro-purchase market 
Conclusion 5. Implementing Military Service specific guidance for purchase card 
transactions has limited unifonnity. Standard operating procedures arc unique within 
each field contracting activity. It is apparent that uniform guidance from DOD would 
prevent further ambiguities in the implementation &'lIidancc The Military Services have 
written guidance. whi(;h has outlined specific training requirements and administration 
guidelines However, f'o..1jlitary Services have inttlrprcted many items differently (e,g 
ADPE, services) 
Conclusion 6, The increase in the SAT has not significantly impacted purchase 
card use for procurements above the Mino-purchase T hreshold and below the SAT 
Purchase card use for procurements above the Micro-purchase Threshold but below the 
SAT has remained stable. Through acquisition reform, DOD officials have advocated 
the card to pay for simplified contracting a(;tions. Likewise, DOD ha~ supported the 
card as an alternative for other procurement instruments above t he Micro-purchase 
Threshold. However, Military Service requirements for documentation and competition 
have not been waived Consequently, the purchase card is not the preferred (;hoice 
among procurement instrument alternatives. Most field contracting activities prefer 
using the more conventional procurement alternatives for these transactions However, 
most activities reali7e that the purchase eard will probably never become the primary 
simplified acquisition procurement inst rument. 
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~ Policies, procedures, and oversight within the DOD differ among 
the tvlilitary Services Field contracting al:\ivilies have issued individual standard 
operating procedures within the guidelines oflheir Mlitary Service Agency Program 
Coordinator~ (APCs) '>\·ilhin DOD ditfer with respect to oversight and internal controls 
FASA has only reinforced the disparity among field wiltracling activities. Mature 
pun:hasc <:anl programs continue [0 advocate and expand purchase card lise, Newel 
prowams arc more reluctant to expand card use and spending limits particularly to 
nonprocurement personnel 
Conclusion 8, The SAP/fACNET drafting team is a great OppOrtllluly to 
implement standardi:.<eu guidance within DOD. Induding experienced ,/I.{ilitaJ)" Service 
representatives withjn tile team lends itselfto revised guidance that could be uniform 
throughout DOD. This was apparent trom the drafting team's interim rule FAR 
covcrage rhe SAPifACNET drafting team created an envirorunent to facilitate 
dialogue and exchange of ideas. The feedhack from the Military Services indicates that 
this is a step in the right direction for nlture acquisition reform implementation. Any 
forum which provides for direct exchange and feedback between the Military Services is 
the correct approach for rewriting the FAR 
H. RE:COMMENDA TIONS 
Recommendation I. DOD should develop and implement. standardized guidance 
witll respect to the Governmentwide Commercial Purchase Card Program. This means 
integrating \oLlitary Service purchase card guidance and creating dialogue among all 
programs This is essential to the purchase card program's future and will allow for 
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uniform implementation, This does not mean that individuallield contracting purchase 
card programs will lose their freedom to initiate controls they feel are needed. However, 
this will allow a basic lramework on which all Military Services can build. Feedback and 
communication between the field and headquarters is essential throughout this 
standardization process 
Recommendation 2 000 should develop standardized training requirements for 
all MilitaJY Services Military Services have developed minimum training requirements 
for procurement and nonprocurement personnel within the purchase card program 
These minimum standards are adequate for successful impicmentation, However, 
standardiled training within DOD would reinforce the need to train all personnel within 
thc purchase card program and facilitate unifonn instruction across all Military Services 
Training seems to be a way to reduce risk within the program, particularly when 
addressing nonprocurement persotmel abuse oflhe card. Approving officials and APCs 
view training as the number one way to reduce risk in administering the program 
Recommendation ], IJOD should petition all field contracting activities to 
develop and implement uniform rC(;Qnciliation software for the purchase card program 
rvtany mature programs have developed and are using individualized software programs 
for payment tracking and reconci liation. This continues to be an area of wncern among 
APCs and approving officials. Activities which do not have automated software 
packages arc relying on manua l reconcil ia tion methods This is cumbersome and time 
consunung 
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Recommendatiun 4 DOD should promo\!;.': purchase canl usc as the primary 
vl;.':hicle for all contract payments helow the SAT. This is especially true for transactions 
above the Micro-purchase Threshold and below the SAT, It could save scarce dollars in 
contract payment reconciliation. Tt is important to market the purchase card as the 
pn::ferred micro-purchase instrument and simplified acquisition payment vehicle. The 
purchase card lends itsclfto tllis ro le because of its streamlined process for acquisition 
payment 
Recommendation 5. DOD should utilize satelli te broadcasting and video 
teleconferencing to provide feedback to senior acquisition reform officials_ Feedhack 
from field contracting activilies is invaluable to implementing acquisition refonn It 
provides a forum for direct dialogue with the APCs and program contract managers It 
is important to point out that Air Force and Anny have been promoting this feedback 
throughout their implementation eHorts_ DON has started to become more proactive in 
this approach, They have begun to utilize this approach consistently in many of their 
acquisition reform efforts_ The latest NAVSUP Interim Instruction, 420Q,85C, Shore 
and Fleet Simplified Acquisition Procedures and Mi<:ro-purchase Procedures, is a perfect 
example of irma vat ion and open dialogue with the field As of this writing, it has been 
distributed for comment and revision 
C. ANSWEHS TO RESF:ARCH QIJICSTIONS 
Primary Resear<:h Ouestion, How will the Federal A<:quisition Streamlinin12 Act 
(FASA) of 1994 imQact the current administrative procedures volicv and responsibilities 
of the Governmelltwide CQnullercial Purchase Card Program within the pepart~ 
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Defense'? Tt is evident from this research that DOD's administrative procedures, policy, 
and responsibilities supporting the GoverlUllentwide Commercial Purchase Card Program 
have increased due to FASA However, the results are not uniform within all field 
contracting activities_ Many mature purchase card programs within DOD adapted well 
to the changes and FAR implementation language_ Many of the less mature programs 
did not adapt as well. Experience with the program allowed many act ivities 10 accept 
changes and anticipate audit and control problems more quickly than newer programs 
Nonetheless, NPR and FASA have affected most activities in some way. Contracting 
managers and APCs lend to be somewhat conservative in impkmcnting changes and arc 
panicularly reluctant to d(''<:entralizc card use due to the additional audits required 
Mil itary Service guidance has not been uniform within DOD. DON has issucd 
the most comprehensive guidance for FASA; Air Force and Army have issued guidance 
which was more advisory in nature, In any case, impltmentation guidance is still interim 
Military Services are receiving feedback on recommended changes as field contracting 
activities begin 10 implement FASA. Most DOD activities with mature programs have 
anticipated threshold changes and implemented necessary changes before formal policy 
guidance was issued , Other activities were more reluctant to implement any changes 
It is imperative that DOD issue standardized guidance for all Military Services Uniform 
implcmentation guidance would alleviate confusion among program managers The lack 
of uniformity within the Military Services has left activities to interpret language very 
diftcrent ly within their service. DON has taken a conservative approach to 
implementation guidance: Army and Air Force have been more liberal in their 
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interpretations. Standardized guidance would promote more elTeclive card use and remove 
some of the ambiguity with respect to AJ'C's procedural instruction. 
Subsidiary Research Q\le~tion 1 How will the new Micro-purchase Threshold 
($2 500) and wmpctit ion policy influence the current procedures,_ policies, and 
responsihilities oCthe Governmentwide Commercial Purchase Card Program within the 
l)epanment of l)e~ It is apparent [hal the new Mcro-purchase Threshold and 
competition policy has influenced DOD's current program procedures, policies, and 
responsibilitie~ Mo~t activities have been positively influem:ed by the threshold increase 
.\lost ao:;tivities within DOD welcomed the increase in purchase card buying authority and 
revised current procedures to reflect the increases prior to formal implementation 
guidance. Likewise, the competition policy, Small Business Set-Aside, and Buy 
.J...merican Act changes inflUl;nl;ed till; way and by whom the credit card is used. The 
competition waiver for micro-purchases has "opened the door" for non-procurement 
pl;rsonneilo use the cards without regard to competiiion. Additionally, the absence of 
requirements of the Small Business Set-Aside program and Buy American Act has allowed 
activities to use the card liberally for all types of purchases, This has allowed many 
activities to promu.lgate very flexible and easy to use procedural guidance 
Subsidiary Research Question 2. What risks does the Department of Defense 
[Dce in 3dmjnjsterin" ami managing lhe Commercial Purchase C3rrl program 3fter 
im plementin2 FASA thrOlwh Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and Defense Federal 
Acquisition RCl<lllation Supnlcment fDFARS)? 
There are numerous risks inherent within the program Internal procedures and audit 
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responsibili ties are primarily left up to the activity. The biggest risk APes foresee is card 
use by nonprocurement personnel. Along with this risk comes the responsibility fo r 
overseeing and controlling the transactions_ Most activit ies view this negatively_ DOD 
has been reluctant to issue any standardized guidance concerning audit and internal 
controls. In addition, many activities fear that decentralizing the purchase function away 
from the procurement personnel is too risky_ Managers of mature programs are will ing 
to undenake the changcs in procedures and issue cards more freely than less mature 
programs 
The increase in the Micro-purchase Threshold has increased the number of 
purchase card transactions Smaller activities tend to be more flexible with respect to 
risk and card use by nonprocurement personnel. Larger activities are less willing to 
accept the additional risk and fear that fraud and card abuse will limit card use by 
nonprocuremcnt personnel. Risk seems to be the overriding factor for most large 
programs. Approving officials fe el more comfortable with fewer card users. Large 
activities are more decentralized and tend tu incorporate more card users per approving 
official. This means more risk 
SubsidialY Research Ouestion 3 What are some recommendations for 
successfully implem.mting and using the General Services Administration (GSA) 
Governmentwide Commercial Purchase Card Program. Successful implementat ion 
guidan(;e begins with feedback and open communication with the fi eld contracting 
activities Successful implemcntatiun begins by identifying the barriers within the 
purchase card program and breaking those barriers with flexible guidance Confusion 
reigns as the interpretation of delegation authority and issuance of cards is not uniform 
within the Mili tary Services. [t is important for DOD, and specifically the SAPIFAC1'.'"ET 
implementation team. to issue DOD-wide guidance. The Military Services need 10 
gather input from activities and discuss alternatives for implementation. The 
SAPiFACNET forum is ideal fo r promoting a single, streamJined guidance for DOD use 
Subsidiary Research Question 4 What barriers and possihle difficult ies wi!! be 
encountered within the Governmentwide Commercial Purchase Card Prog[].m as a resul t 
or the increase in the Simplified Acquisition Threshold (SAT) ($50 000/$100 000) within 
~ Increasi ng the SAT has not had a significant impact upon the purchase card 
program. Most DOD field contracting activities have not had trouble implementing the 
SAT increase All Military Services have changed procedural guidance to reflect the 
SAT increase, and particularly to designate the purchase card as the preferred payment 
method . Existing clauses, competition, and set-aside requirements stil! apply to all 
purchase card transactions above the Micro-purchase Threshold. implementation language 
within the Military Services establish the card as an alternative simplified acquisition 
D. AREAS f<'OR FURTHER RFSt:ARCH A~D DEVELOPMENT 
There arc many areas that could be investigated within rASA and specifically 
within the purchase card program. This is a high profile area, increasing in visibility 
within the Government contracting environment DOD has accepted the purchase card 
program as a viable alternative for micro-purchases. The purchase card has become the 
DOD preferred choice for payment of all simplified acquisitions Additional research 
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should be conducted by acquisition professionals familiar with Government contracting 
challenges. Some further areas of study follow 
• Study existing activities within DOD after FA SA implementation language is 
finalized . Research the impact of existing procedural guidance and conduct an 
efficiency study ofFASA and the purchase card program. Research the 
ramifications after implementing FASA and draw conclusions 
• Examine the procurement workforce and determine the impact F ASA and the 
purchase card program has had on workload, Conduct research as to whether 
the 1105 contracting professional series has been positively or negatively 
alTected as a result of FA SA 
• Examine the current training for nonprocurcmcnt personnel in the purchase card 
program Dt:termine whether training is adequate and ha~ achieved program 
objective~. Detennine whether DOD is adequately training nonprocurement 
personnel 
• Develop a risk assessment concerning the purchase card program. Detennine 
whether DOD contract managers minimize risk within the program and conduct 
research within field contracting activities to develop a viable risk minimization 
plan 
• Study the competition policy for micro-purchases utilizing the I1\1PAC 
program Detennine whether the FASA implementation guidance has 
increased or decreased field contracting activities payments for micro-




APPENDIX A. ACRONYMS 
ADPE - Automatic Data Processing Equipment 
APC - Agency Program Coordinator 
ATM - Automatic Teller Machine 
DA - Department of the Army 
DFARS - Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement 
DOD - Department of Defense 
DON - Department of the Navy 
OPR - Defense Performance Review 
EDl - Electronic Data Interchange 
f ACNET - Federal Acqu isition Computer Network 
FAR - Federal Acquisition Regulation 
FASA - Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act 
FY - Fiscal Year 
GSA - General Services Administration 
l.MPAC - International Merchant Purchase Authorization Card 
NPR - National Performance Review 
PALT - Procurement Administrative Lead Time 
RIIIIBCS - Rocky Mountain Bankcard System incorporated 
SAP Simplified Acq uis ition Procedures 
SAT - Simplified Acquisition Threshold 
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USA - United Slates Army 
usn (A&T) - Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology 
USN - United States Navy 
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APPENDIX B. QUESTIONNAIRE 
Purchase Card Program Questionnaire 
I How has the increase in the Micro-purchase Threshold ($2,500) and Simplified 
Acquisition Threshold (SAT) (SSO,OOO/.1i lOO,OOO) within the federal Acquisition 
Streamlining Act (F AS A) of 1994 impacTed the use oflhe purchase card within Y.2!!! 
activity? 
2 What purchase card program policies were/will be revised within Y.Qlli: activity as a 
result ofFASA? (Procedures or changes? Responsibilities modified?) 
3. How has the purchase card program administering effort changed within Y.ill!I 
organization as a result of FASA? 
4 , How has the Micro-purchase Threshold and competition policy within FASA 
influenced the policies, procedures, and responsibilities within Y.Qill organization? 
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5. What are some potential barriers or problems YQ.ld foresee as a result of F ASA? 
6. What are some risks inherent within the purchase card program administering effort 
with regard to internal controls and implementation of the new Micro-purchase Threshold 
and SAT within FASA? 
7. Will the increase in the \1jcro-purchase Threshold and SAT positively impact the 
number of purchases made with the purchase card? Yes No Why" 
8. What areas of concern do YQ.ld have with regard to the implementation of F ASA upon 
the purchase card program at):Qill at.1ivity? (e,g, training. specific drawbacks, 
transaction reconciliation, etc,) Why? 
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9. Plea.~e feel free to make any other additional COnllnents with regard to the purchase 
card program and the revised r>.1icro-pufchase Threshold and Simplified Acquisition 
Threshold (SAD" 




APPENDIX C. TELEPHONE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
How has tht) increase in tht) ",1jcro-puf(;hasc Threshold and Simplified Acquisition 
Threshold (SAT) impal'tcd the management effort within your activity? 
What management responsibilities have changed since the enactment of FA SA? 
How has F ASA impacted EALI within the procurement organization and 
specifically the volume of purchases made using the purchase card? 
Do you feci thaI FASA has positively impacted the purchase card program within 
your organization'! Ifnot. Why? 
Is your procurement activity operating more efficiently since adopting the use of 
the purchase card and specifi(;ally since the increase in the Micro-purchase Tlu"eshold to 
S2. 500'1 \-Vhy? 
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How have customers reacted since promoting the usc of the purchase card to 
nonprocurement personnel'! 
Do you feel that there arc mOTC (or less) internal controls as a result afthe 
enactment ofFASA? Why do you think this is so? How about the payment 
reconciliation effort? 
How has small business within your geographical area been affected since the 
enactment of f ASA and specifically how has the lack of competition affected your 
decision for award with regard to the "price reasonableness" criteria delineated within 
FASA? 
Have your local procedures and instructions changed dramatically since the 
inception ofFASA and the purchase card program? 
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9 Do you feel that the Mili tary Service FASA guidance with regard to the purchase 
card program has been clear, concise, and easy to implement within your activity'/ 
10 Please feel free to make any additional comments or suggestions with regard to 
FASA and the purchase card program? 
9 1 
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